


At Home [San Rafael, California] New Years\1895 Charles H. Fish

(Father of Mary Alice Fish)
My dear wife,

I have had one of those delightful days that come to me when I can forget all

about business and saw wood, burn brush, clean up about the ranch, read the
paper and go down town or sit by the fire. You cannot guess who dined with us
today. Nam...(?) called to wish us Happy New Year and I made him promise to

come back at 1 :30. We had a treat in hearing about the Master's work in China.
Allie [their daughter, Alice] was in her element while he talked of medical
missionaries in China and missions in general. The girls [their daughters Alice and
Nellie] have gone to a surprise party at the Seminary. They take refreshments with

them and a party of 18 or more will drive out in carriages. Allie takes Babe [horse]

& the carryall with our girls to Miss Marks.

Sister Lucia disappointed us today and we have no word from her why she

failed to come. We have been very happy this New Year day but we have missed

the dear little Mother all the same. I am inclined to stay here Friday night and

attend one of the course of lectures which has been provided by the San Rafael

lecture committee of citizens. One hundred men pay each $5. for which they get

five tickets for each of his lectures which are to be given mostly within three

months. Next Friday we have "Corea" (?) illustrated by stereoptican pictures to be

delivered by A.V. Wadhams, Lieutenant Commander U.S. Navy. If I stay I will

come up (if I come) at 1 1 o'clock Saturday. I delivered your message to Allie

concerning her visit to Litton but she has not disclosed her plan. I suppose Miss

Callender's arrival will change our movements and you girls can run the ark without

any help from me. I cannot give you any San Rafael news because I have not been

anywhere from home except to the Post Office.

The cousins are having a delightful time, apparently, from the bubbling . Mrs.

Bunn has gone to Texas expecting to pick up Nellie [their adopted daughter] at

Saticoy (?) on her way. That annunciator of ours in the bathroom broke down and

the plumber informed me it was worn out so we have taken it out and replaced it

with another pattern which does not shake the house. Well, I don't want to wear

you out in one session so I will close by wishing you a Happy New Year.

I talked with Isaac Burke about your land near the depot without telling him

anything about your proposition. He says it is not worth the price asked and said

he could get it much less. I understood him to say that, and if I were you I would

tell him what you want. He certainly could not harm you and might be of service.

Tell me how big a check to send you. I do not know how much Miss Cooper will

call for besides $62 for yourself and Billy. Good night my darling.

Your loving husband,

Chas. H. Fish

(original in the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of letters & papers of S.A. Moffett

and the Fish family)



Gensan, Korea January 2, 1 895 William L. Swallen

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Yours of November 7 containing also the action of the Board concerning my
request received. I am very sorry that we should have put you to all that trouble
since things have gone as they have, and the war so suddenly removed to the far

west. Although we feel that we were quite justified in going when we did, our

hearts have never left Korea and we are more than rejoiced that even quite a while

before you wrote me this communication we were already back at Gensan at work
and happy to know that nothing more serious has come to this place. It also gives

me great pleasure to note the change which the trip has wrought for Mrs. Swallen

and the baby. We are now all in good health.

The Korea Mission has just held its Annual Meeting at Seoul; a word
concerning one or two matters will be in order at this time.

1st, the Board will observe that the amounts asked for in the appropriations

for Gensan and Seoul respectively, differ greatly this year with respect to native

teachers, the former being $14°° per month, the latter $10°° per month. Last year

there was a difference of $2 00 per month. This year a difference of $400 per month
is asked. The reasons for this are as follows. It was decided that since there is

such a constant fluctuation of silver the native teachers and helpers should be

payed in their native coin (the nyang) or its equivalent, in silver. The purchase

value of the nyang is nearly the same over all Korea, varying only slightly in the

country. But while at Seoul one silver dollar is worth 5 nyang, at Gensan one silver

is worth only 3 3A nyang. Now, the Mission voted as a maximum amount to be paid

the teachers, the sum be fixed at 50 nyang per month, which equals just $10 per

month at Seoul but amounts to about $14 per month at Gensan. Hence the

difference. Whereas our teachers last year got $2 per month more here than at

Seoul, this year they will have to receive the same.

2nd
,
$100 is asked for a sarang [visitor's room] for self. You will observe

that for other sarang work the amounts are comparatively small, while I have

requested $100 for mine. I hope to start work this year in the city of Wonsan, but

in order to do so I will have to have some sort of house in which to hold meetings.

I cannot hold such without having someone to care for the place. And as I have no

helper or evangelist as yet to put into it, I will have to hire someone to look after it.

And for the running expenses for the year, $100 will not more than cover them.

Should I succeed in securing a helper to put into the house, then I would not draw

on but only a part of it. But now no helper is in sight and I hope this work may be

begun and carried on as there is as yet no work done in that large city.

3 rd
,

Appropriations were again asked for a house for myself as well as $500
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silver for house cite. I would call the attention of the Board to the fact that the

$700 gold appropriated to purchase house cites for Mr. Gale and myself could not
all be used last year for the reason that the Board never granted permission to

purchase the lot for my house cite, and therefore, Mr. Gale, having received his part

for his lot, that part which was to purchase mine lapsed. And so it was asked for

again this year. I hope this will be granted together with the permission to

purchase so I can get the lot in shape whether I build this year or next - so that

when we can build we need not be so long delayed by the preliminary work of

grading, etc.

We are now living in the Nott house formerly occupied by Mr. Gale. We are

quite comfortable here. But we agree with the Mission in believing that it is not

financial economy to have to pay $45 per month for such a house as this. There is

no other house to be had and we must pay what is asked. We do hope that our

house may be built just as soon as possible.

Faithfully

Yours in the work,

W.L. Swallen

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions,

Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #178, Vol. 5, letter #68)



Seoul, Korea January 4, 1 895 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Five years ago when Mr. Gale was appointed a member of the Mission we
appointed a committee consisting of Mr. Gifford, Mr. Baird & myself, to supervise
his theological studies with a view to his ordination. We then advised him to

follow in the main the course of study adopted in McCormick Seminary. This he
has done and I have no doubt that he would readily pass the examinations by any
Presbytery and would be considered ready for ordination. Desiring to see him
ordained, we were conferring on the subject and the thought occurred to us that it

would be valid according to Presbyterian law if we should proceed as follows -

Have Mr. Gale place himself under the care of the New Albany (Indiana) Presbytery

and then request that Presbytery to appoint Mr. Baird & Mr. Moffett (members of

that Presbytery) a Commission to examine Mr. Gale and if the way were clear to

ordain him as an Evangelist - he becoming thereby a member of New Albany

Presbytery.

Of course if this were done the examination and ordination would be carried

on with the assistance of all the ministers on the field, it being done officially by

Mr. Baird & myself representing the Presbytery. This plan commended itself to us

because we prefer that he should not be ordained by the Japanese Church,

becoming a Presbyter in it, and because of the expense and necessary absence

from the field should he be ordained by a Presbytery in China.

Should this plan commend itself to you and meet with the approval of the

Board, will you kindly forward the accompanying papers so that we can arrange all

necessary matters with the New Albany Presbytery. In case the Presbytery

approves, we shall hope to have it take action at the Spring meeting & forward to

us papers conferring the authority to ordain in time for our Annual Meeting next

October.

Very sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

January 14 -

Consulting Moore’s "Digest", I find the above plan is not approved by the

Church, - but I send the letter asking what plan you would approve for securing Mr.

Gale's ordination.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions,

Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #51)



Seoul Korea Jan 11, 95 (Rec'd Feb. 19th) Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

I enclose you copies of two resolutions which a committee of the Mission
drew up. The resolutions will explain themselves. We are now living in one of the
Korean houses on the property purchased for the Girls' School. You know of

course that the other Korean house is occupied by the school. The house in which
we live is small, but we are very comfortable and enjoy being here very much. It is

some two miles and one-half over to the foreign settlement at Cheong Dong for all

of which we are very thankful indeed as it gives us time to pay more attention to

Koreans than to foreigners. The house in which we live has no room that I can use
for a study so I invested in a small Korean house of two rooms, and this I use for

both study and sarang. There I spend my study hours during the day and in the

evening I spend from one to two hours reading the scriptures and talking with any
who happen in. My teacher lives in the house with his family and Mrs. Lee's

teacher boards with him. Both these men are members of the church and both help

me in teaching people that come in.

While Mr. Moffett has been in Seoul he has been coming over every Sunday
morning and conducting service. When he leaves for Pyeng Yang, the Koreans and

I will have to carry it on, as best we can. My attempts at trying to speak this

horrible language are sorry ones, to say the least, but little by little, as the Koreans

say, I hope I may get my tongue untied. I have too, a boys school started which I

hope may grow into something. I was casting about in my mind for some way to

get a hold on some of these hundreds of neighborhood boys and hadn't come to

any conclusion when a way was provided for me.

An old man had come around to see me several times and had asked for

help. I looked up his case and found him really needy: so needy, in fact, that he

was depending for something to eat on the kindness of his neighbors. I wanted to

help the old man but I wanted, for his own good, for him to do something in return

for the aid I intended to give him. I couldn't think of anything to put him at: he

was too old to do manual labor. At last I learned through my teacher that he had

been a school teacher and had supported himself in that way until the war came on

and broke up his school. Since then he has been unable to do anything. As soon

as I learned this I saw my opportunity, both how to help the old man to get a hold

on some of these boys, so I made a proposition to the old gentleman and told him

that if he would start a school at his house I would furnish him his living. The old

man was delighted and accepted the proposition at once. He went out in the

neighborhood drumming up scholars and soon had eight, which is all his house will

hold. This house by the way has only one room and this room is only seven feet

square, so you see that eight boys and the teacher almost fill it. Just now, I am

letting the old man conduct the school as he wishes and it is simply a Korean
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heathen school but in a little while after I gain the confidence of the boys and their

parents, will begin to introduce the Christian text books we use in the school at

Cheong Dong, and I hope that this small beginning may grow into a good boys'
school over here in this part of the city.

The prospects for work over in this neighborhood are exceedingly good. The
people are very friendly and seem to be glad that we came to live among them. Of
course my stay here is only temporary, but while I remain I hope to do something
toward opening up the work. No one knows when we will be able to move to

Pyeng Yang. Mrs. Lee and I are very anxious to go and will do so as soon as the

way opens. We hear talk of Pyeng Yang being made an open port soon. Of

course, this depends upon the outcome of the war. Should the place be opened
this spring we would not be able to move up there as it would take some time to

get a house in shape so it would be habitable, and then too, I think that next spring

and summer Pyeng Yang is going to be a very unhealthy place on account of those

hundreds of unburied dead lying scattered everywhere. It will be a year or more
before the atmosphere of Pyeng Yang is free from pollution.

I suppose you received the account I sent you of our last trip up there. Since

the war the mails have been somewhat uncertain and letters have not always

reached their destination.

Mr. Moffett intends leaving for Pyeng Yang in a day or two. I'm sorry that

I'll not be able to go with him this time but I feel that I ought not to leave my family

alone over here so far away from the other foreigners. I don't like to have Moffett

go without me, for I feel that my place is with him, but this time I don't see how I

can leave.

Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Webb are both very well and happy. We are all a deal

more happy over here by ourselves where we feel that we can do some work than

we were in Cheong Dong where we felt as if we were doing nothing.

Mrs. Lee & Mrs. Webb both wish to be kindly remembered to you.

In another page I have written something in regard to the Girls' School.

Very sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

Later - Mrs. Lee and I have talked the matter over and she thinks she can get along all right without

me, so I'm off with Moffett next Wednesday for Pyeng Yang, to be gone until I return. GL

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol.8, letter #52)



Seoul, Korea Jan. 12, 1895 (Rec'd Feb. 18) Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

I am leaving for Pyengyang tomorrow after a Xmas visit with my family.

Expect to return sometime in March, pack our things and return to Pyengyang with

Mrs. Lee permanently.

This is one plan and this we hope to do. What we will be able to do remains

to be seen. The country is somewhat unsettled owing to the hair cutting that is

going on, and whether this will affect our plans for the spring we can't say.

We would like to have an appropriation for moving that would be available

when we come to go. I believe the usual appropriation is $200.00 yen. If possible

we would like to have this appropriation so that we could draw on it in the spring.

Yours sincerely

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions,

Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #53)



Seoul, Korea January 1 2, 1 895 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Before this you will have the reports from our Annual Meeting which passed
off most profitably. Certainly we have every reason to rejoice over the work of the
last 14 months. The plans adopted at the Annual Meeting always furnish me the

occasion for a letter to you. I leave for Pyeng Yang in a few days hoping to stay
until the Spring thaws render the place uninhabitable. The many bodies only

partially decayed will in the spring make the atmosphere so foul that it will be
unsafe to stay and Dr. Hall's death has impressed upon us the necessity for care.

According to the state of my own health this spring and the condition of the

country greatly disturbed by presence of Japanese troops & Tong Haks in

insurrection I will make my plans. I am hoping to spend the spring in some country

village far from the poison of Pyeng Yang and yet in my own province - but

circumstances may prevent, in which case I have thought of spending a little time

with Mr. Baird in Fusan where I can not only be strengthened myself - but find

abundant opportunities for preaching & teaching in connection with the work of the

station there and the work of the Australian missionaries.

January 14th - Two men from near Eui Ju have just come in bringing us the

news that all the Christians in the north are alive and well tho they have had a hard

time of it and are now in great straits. When the Chinese fled from Pyeng Yang,

they made a mad rush through Eui Ju killing and robbing Koreans as they fled.

Until then our men had remained in Eui Ju but at this time in the greatest confusion

and danger they all fled to the country taking what they could gather together

hastily. They are now in the mountains living in huts of mud and branches where

they will suffer considerably this cold weather. Our Evangelist Kim went back to

Eui Ju some time after the Japanese had taken possession. He found them in our

house, and when he attempted to enter he was driven off. I am hoping to get

through Mr. Sill from Japanese authorities a permit for him that he may regain

possession of our place. From Pyeng yang to Eui Ju along the main road there has

been great destruction with the scattering of the whole population. When things

will assume their normal condition no one can say. From these men I hear of many

who in their times of sore trial and distress are turning to the gospel with attentive

ears and teachable hearts. I fully believe that the Lord will get great glory to

Himself out of all these troubles. So far as possible, I want to be on the ground

that He may make use of me as one of His instruments. Mr. Lee has decided to go

with me. Whether I shall be able to go beyond Pyeng Yang in order to visit Eui Ju -

remains to be seen. In your next letter to Mr. or Mrs. Lee I hope you will let Mrs.

Lee know that her unselfishness in falling in with plans for work so that Mr. Lee

can then spend time in the country, is appreciated. I believe the Lord has rich

blessings in store for our station when once the way is opened for us to pursue

more regularly our work there.
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I wrote you from Pyeng Yang Nov. 1st about the situation there. I trust that

letter has reached you in safety. I'm sorry it was not our house in Pyeng Yang
which fell into the hands of Christian Japanese as W.W.for W. [ Woman's Work for
Woman] got it, but our experience was considerably different.

On separate sheet I am writing of several matters connected with the
appropriations. As a member of the Examining Com[mittee], I want to add a word
concerning Dr. Vinton. Should the report of the Com. call out from you a letter to

Dr. Vinton on the subject of the language I trust it will be one of encouragement to

him. A little praise just now will I believe do more for him in that line than anything

else although he needs to be urged to perseverance in thorough work. His progress
is not yet sufficient to satisfy the Com. but he has taken hold of his study in

earnest and did far better than the Com. had any expectation of his doing.

Mrs. Vinton too has begun to study and it is a pleasure to me to be able to

say that there is now a good prospect of their being able to do a work here which
will be a success in contributing to the establishment of the Church of Christ in

Korea. I have withheld judgment on this point tho it has been a question which

greatly troubled me. Of course, all this I write confidentially as also the remark that

notwithstanding what I have written above - we want a new physician for Pyeng

yang. While I am on this line I want to request from you some word of

commendation for Mr. Gifford who has been developing more and more both in his

power to use the language and in his love for his work and for the people. His wife

has been a great help to him and he has grown spiritually. He is especially useful

among the people as a pastor and as his heart has more and more become

interested in this line of work the session of the native church has this year given

him charge of pastoral work. I write this because I know what a help it is to feel

that one's efforts to become more useful in the work are recognized and

appreciated. Your letters to me have been most helpful and I thank you most

sincerely for them.

I enclose a letter written 10 days ago on the subject of Mr. Gale's ordination,

concerning which we should be glad to have a word of advice from you.

With continued prayers for you that your health may be continued and that

rich blessings may rest upon you.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions,

Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #54)



Seoul, Korea January 1 4, 1 895 Samuel A. Moffett

Appropriation for Publication of Mr. Gale's Dictionary

Concerning this it perhaps need only be said that it was at the unanimous
request of all the Presbyterian Missionaries in Korea two years ago that Mr. Gale
began the translation of the Korean-French dictionary into a Korean-English
dictionary. He soon found however that this work could be greatly improved by
dropping many words in the French and by adding hundreds - or thousands of

words not in the French. The result is that he has given us an entirely new work
one-half larger than the French dictionary with several valuable features added.

Such a dictionary as this is now our greatest need and doubtless it will

supply all the need for a dictionary on the part of most students even after the

"Unabridged Dictionary" now supposed to be in preparation by the Methodist

Mission, is published. This latter will not be ready for many years to come - even

though they ever complete it.

The sales of the book will, we believe, eventually return all the money
invested in it. Last year you appropriated $200 silver for publication of Mr. Gale's

"Grammatical Forms". We printed 150 copies at a cost of $210 silver and have in

6 months sold copies to the amount of $146. For this as yet nothing has been

drawn from the Board. Before the year closes we may have to draw some $50

silver but this too will eventually be returned as further sales are made. The

amount asked from our Board is $500 gold, the Southern Presbyterian and

Australian Boards being asked for the rest.

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions,

Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven)



Korean Repository
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The Chinese army had been in Pyong Yang some forty days, and had had amole time tointrench themselves most strongly in and about the city; but intrenchments, be they never sostrong, are of little use unless manned by brave men. I do not say that the Chinese soldierswho tned to hold Pyong Yang, are cowards, but I must say from what I saw that in most of'positions given up by the Chinese there was little evidence of hard fighting. The Chineseseemed to expect the main attack from across the river in their front, and here they were wellprepared, but the Japanese did not see fit to give battle according as the Chinese had plannedfor it. For two days the Japanese kept up a cannon demonstration from across the rteMn
front, and while the attention of the Chinese was turned that way two divisions of theJapanese army marched around to the rear of the city and got in readiness to attack at a givent,™. On a,, morning of September 1 5 .« was in readiness, and very early a combined attackwas begun from three sides. The Chinese were driyen out of position after position and
before mght the Japanese were in possession of all the outer works. The Chinese still held thehigh hill at the north and on this hung their fate. This was the key of the whole position andonce taken, the battle of Pyong Yang was over. Some time during the evening of the 1 theJapanese made a grand charge, and up the steep sides of this hill they went in the very teeth
of the Chinese rifles. It was a brave charge, and was made with such vigor that the hill was
carried with a rush.

After this there was nothing left but retreat for the Chinese, and little chance of this for
the Japanese were on every side of the city. On the night of the 15 ,h

in the darkness and rain
the Chinese army, demoralized by the defeat of the day, and dreading capture by their foes

'
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left the city. Their leaving was not a retreat; it was a flight. Out of the south gate they went
tramping each other down in the mad rush. Once outside the wall they seem to have scattered
to the hills like sheep, every man for himself. For miles about the city the country is strewn
with pieces of Chinese clothing thrown away on this eventful night.

Such was the poor defense of Pyong Yang by the Chinese army. Were we, who saw
that battlefield, asked why the Chinese made such a poor stand against a foe that from time
immemorial they have despised as unworthy of their prowess, we would not be hard put to

find the reason.

Among other things thrown away by these fleeing Chinese were great numbers of fans

and paper umbrellas. It is almost beyond the comprehension of a Westerner that a soldier

should carry as part of his equipment a fan to cool his heated brow and a paper umbrella to

shield his devoted head. The Chinese were armed with good guns, as the Krupp cannon and
modern rifles among the trophies of war testify, but they were also loaded down with a lot of

trumpery which was worse than useless in time of battle. As a trophy of this battlefield I

picked up a large two-handed sword, which had a blade about two feet long and a handle

about four. It was clumsy and awkward, and absolutely useless as a weapon in these days of

the magazine rifle and Gatling gun. Also scattered about I saw many bamboo pikes with rough

iron tips which were in perfect keeping with the big sword. Such things showed that the

Chinese army was several hundred years behind the times. Is it any wonder that an army,

unpatriotic, poorly drilled, and badly equipped, could make no stand against an opposing force

smaller in number, but patriotic to a man, drilled almost to perfection, and armed with the best

of modern implements of warfare?

Some of the sights to be seen on this battlefield were horrible in the extreme. The dead

that fell near the city had mostly been covered, but those killed some distance away were lying

all unburied. In one place I counted over twenty bodies literally piled one on top of another

lying just as they had been shot down. In another place where a body of Manchurian cavalry

ran into an ambush of Japanese infantry the carnage was frightful. Several hundred men and

horses, lying as they had fallen, made a swath of bodies nearly a quarter of a mile long and

several yards wide. It was three weeks after the battle, and the bodies were all there

unmolested even by the dogs. One can imagine what must have been the sights and smells

about the place. These Manchus were said to have been charging a force of Japanese

infantry, but all the evidence of the field leads me to think that they were simply trying to get

away, and happened on this ambush. One fact that especially leads me to think so was the

condition of a gun found near one of these dead cavalrymen. It was a Winchester carbine of

the magazine sort, and it had eight shells in the magazine and none in the barrel, and, what is

more, the lever used for ejecting the old shell and throwing in a new one was locked. Surely a

soldier with his gun in such a condition was not making a charge. Had he been fighting instead

of running away his gun barrel would have held either a loaded or exploded shell, and the lever

would have been unlocked ready for quick service. Another fact that leads to the same

conclusion was the finding of two large lumps of crude opium, which must have weighed

seven or eight pounds. Would any cavalryman going into a charge have loaded himself down

with such a burden? The one who carried this was evidently doing his best to save himself

and his opium.

Some of these sights were not only horrible, but sad as well. In an empty Korean
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house I saw the body of one poor Chinese soldier. He had been wounded and had crawled into
this house to die. By his head was standing his water bottle, showing that the poor fellow had
probably lived some hours before death brought relief to his sufferings.

Before going to Pyong Yang we had heard about the mines which the Chinese had laid;

which mines, as the report went, had been exploded after the Japanese entered the city, doing
great damage. As with most rumors this one had a basis of truth, for we saw the mines. One
day, while following along one of the Chinese intrenchments, out southeast of the city, we
came across the remains of an electric battery. It had been smashed to pieces, and the broken
cells were scattered all about. What had it been used for was the question. Looking about we
saw the ends of five electric wires which led out across the embankment and then
underground. They had not been laid deeply and were easy to follow. With keenly aroused
interest we struck off across the field eagerly following up this electric trail. For a quarter of a

mile it led us, and then suddenly our search was rewarded and we found what we had not

expected to see, the terrible (?) mines planted by the Chinese. These five wires ran to five

shells, three of which were planted some fifty feet apart, while about one hundred and fifty

feet distant were planted two more the same distance apart. All had been exploded, and each

one made a hole about six feet deep and ten feet across. These were the terrible mines of

which we had heard. It is difficult to understand what those who planted these shells had in

mind. Had the Japanese army taken a position on top of these mines and waited for them to

be exploded a few men might have been hurt, but otherwise the chances of doing much
execution were slight. Then, too, the mines were laid in a field of standing corn, which would

have made it very difficult for the man in charge of the battery to know just when an

advancing enemy was in position to be blown up. The shells had all been exploded, but there

was no evidence of the enemy having been in their vicinity. The Japanese made their attack in

another place. The man in charge may have touched them off just before bolting, or, what is

more likely, the Japanese set them off after winning the victory.

Some of the Korean stories about the battle are interesting, not only for the vivid

imagination they show, but because they bring out most clearly the deep-seated hatred of

anything Japanese and the ingrained inherited regard for anything belonging to China. One of

these will suffice to illustrate both these traits as well as the Korean imagination. It is told by

the Koreans that General Mah, one of the Chinese generals, became disgusted at the way his

soldiers fought, and just at this juncture, being wounded in the ankle, he became very angry.

Marching to his quarters he donned his armor and, grasping a cannon in his hand, he sallied

forth single-handed against the Japanese army, and by his own unaided efforts killed two

hundred Japanese soldiers.

The poor Koreans of Pyong Yang have had a hard time. Although not responsible for

the war, yet they have had to endure its attendant evils. Many have lost their all, but this has

been nothing more than just punishment for the dreadful lives of sin they have lived. Let us

hope that Pyong Yang, made thoughtful by her fiery trial, will be more ready in the future to

hear of that way of salvation which alone can save man from his sins.

(from the Korean Repository, Jan., 1895, re-printed in The Life of William James Hall, M.D.,

edited by Rosetta Sherwood Hall, M.D., New York, Press of Eaton & Mains, pp. 295-302)



Seoul, Korea February 2, 1 895 Lillias H. Underwood

Dear Dr. Ellinwood,

I have been intending to write you for some time but have had no opportunity to do

so. Affairs in Korea seem to be taking a turn very favorable to Christianity. The men who

have come into favor lately are those who have lately returned from Japan and America

and have brought very enlightened and progressive ideas with them. The King was also

afflicted with a very severe malady of the fever and called Dr. Avison just before

Christmas, and the Dr. was there every day after that for three or four weeks, and has also

been attending several of the highest officials with the greatest success. The Queen also

called me a few days before Christmas for some trifling complaint, which was soon cured,

then followed another and another, and when pretexts of illness failed, she called me first

to visit with her and I was told by the interpreter what I felt quite sure was the fact, that

her Majesty was rather lonely and wished to talk with me for her own entertainment. She

has shown me a great many evidences of favor which are only worth mentioning that it is

evidence how the way is opening more and more before us for perfect freedom in our work

and even encouragement from the highest officials in the kingdom. The Queen sent me as

Christmas presents, cloth silk mats, screens and various other articles, and a beautiful

sedan chair, with the kindest letter expressing her personal friendship and regard and

begging me to excuse the chair being not quite new because it had been her own and used

by herself. She also sent us for New Year, hundreds of eggs and quantities of pheasants,

fish nuts and dates. My little boy was sent for, and presented with quantities of Korean

candies, nuts, and oranges, which were sent by the hands of a couple of men to our house

for him The King himself seated the little fellow in a chair and then on his knees before

him petted and caressed him. On New Year's day the Queen sent me 500 dollars as a

mark of personal esteem and regard" and again on the Korean New Year she sent me an

antelope and some little birds, which is their custom to at that time.

I have been able to speak to her at some length about Christianity. Once

before Chriitmas I explained to her what the day was and how God had sent his Son for

the world and even when she sadly wished Korea was like America, I said "There is a

better country", and told her of Heaven as well, in as high colors as I could paint it. My

heart ached for her when she said she wished that the King and prince and herself could

oo there "But", said she, "sinners cannot go there?" I said sadly no sinner could go,
„

unless they believed in Jesus the Son of God "when their sins would all be taken away .

Some time later Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop wanted an audience which I obtained for her and

the Queen invited me with her for a Sunday. I begged a postponement to Monday and

told the reason, it was granted and we were really overwhelmed with the graciousness of

our reception, and feasted afterward quite beyond our powers. The Queen told Mrs.

Bishop it was because Mrs. Underwood had asked i, that she sent for her. I have been

rnw 14 times to the palace since Christmas. The friends here have been praying for me

and I am certain it has been in answer to their prayers that I have been able to tell the

npl Ttorv in a slight way even to the Queen. I forgot to say that the Queen also gave

Avison 300 dollars. I evened the gifts by sending him SI 00 of mine.

Prince Pak the Minister of the Interior, and now the chief of the government called

jn Mr. Underwood the other day and broached the subject of a government university
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which should be Christian, supported by the queen & wanted Mr. Underwood's opinion
and to find if he would in it. He also called in the Methodist, Dr.
Scranton, with regard to the same thing. Dr. U. returned his call and soon he sent for my
husband again with the proposition that he, Mr. U., should draw up plans for a government
Christian university, arrange a curriculum, select teachers and site for the school - make
plans for the building, take entire charge of the inception of the whole affair, start it at first

as a private institution. The King is to give 30 thousand dollars silver - at first 20 for

building and outfit and ten for salaries. The first year it is to be kept quiet as to its

government character because Pak says the Japs would take charge and fill it with Jap.
teachers - and would soon control it. The King will father it as soon as it is really started.

Dr. Underwood is placed in a rather peculiar position. He would, if starting a

private enterprise of this sort, naturally consider our mission and they would support it, but

in the very nature of this case it must be kept secret. They will think his brother has

perhaps provided funds - and are accustomed to see him buy property and start book
shops, etc. - but they may call him to account for his? school - and may undertake to run it

- difficulties may be encountered but we feel sure that a matter of this magnitude and

import to the cause must not be slighted or allowed to pass out of our hands. The
Methodists would gladly take it, but honestly, (it may sound conceited) but there is no

man of practical ability on their side able to undertake and carry it throlugh] successfully.

Dr. U. has consulted with Dr. Avison - (the best mind in our mission) and he is enthusiastic

in urging him to undertake it. Dr. U. expects to teach only 3 or 4 hours a week the first

year and charge nothing for his services - to get out one good man from America to give

all his time, and several of the missionaries to give from 2 to 4 hours a week the first year.

Of course, when all is settled and arranged, we can tell the mission it is the King's

affair. We must ask your approval and consent and we cannot ask the mission in the

nature of the case. Pak may have made much the same proposition to the Methodists and

may intend to adopt the best plan. But I doubt it, as we know they have not seen him but

once lately. Their Bishop Hinde [?] has been here and though staying with Dr. Scranton -

Dr. Underwood was asked to accompany him to the palace. He has, however, gone to

Chemulpo [Inchon] and the King sent for him to come back saying as he, Bishop Hinde [?],

now an old man and one of great experience, he wished to ask him many questions - and

that he wished to know how the church is progressing in Korea and how it could be made

to progress still more. I presume the Bishop will have an audience tomorrow. Dr.

Underwood is acquainted with most of the men now in power and called on many of them

on New Years Day and talked Christ to every one - and was listened to with quiet interest.

One man whose son he had seen in America, took him in to see his first wife because she

wanted to see the man who had seen her son. I do not want you to think, dear Dr.

Ellinwood, that I thought [?] to boast in telling all the queen's favor to me - nor would I

wish all this publicity, but I know you will be pleased to hear it as showing the queen's

attitude toward missionaries. She invited some of the other ladies in the other day and

told them she had sent for them because Mrs. Underwood had told her many times of all

the good they were doing, how they fed the poor and healed the sick and taught the

children - and she thanked them for their work. Now we feel this is a great in the

church's opportunity if we can throw men and money and energy and above all, united

the cause in Korea, for in five years I believe we should reap greatoraver
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harvest, not only here but in China, for the Koreans will influence and teach Chinese better
than we. The people high and low are ready. We are meeting thrilling signs of

encouragement every day. Oh, let the Church at home pray especially for Korea - pray
unitedly for Korea.

0, we feel these are the days for the turning tide of the nation - the harvest indeed
is white for the sickle - but I have said enough - do let us hear from you soon. Dr. U. will

write soon. He is better than in the fall - and doing a good deal of work - only he seems to

have too many interests on his hands - and now the Lord seems to be giving him another -

may He give strength for his day.

Sincerely yours,

Lillie U.

Dear Dr.

I have not had time to write but Mrs. Underwood read this to me & I want simply to

add that as yet they have not consulted the Methodists & 2
nd

ly that what is stated as our

plan is not one matured plan but simply the first thought. When plans are matured then

we will write of them in full. They may want me simply to draw up plans & then to ask

someone else to take charge. Just now I shall simply draw up plan & curriculum &
estimate & await developments.

Yours,

HGU

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #178, Vol. 5, letter #127)



Pyeng Yang, Korea February 9, 1895 Graham Lee

Dear Mother;-

Here we are in Pyeng Yang again, Moffett, Tate and I. Tate, by the way, is a member of

the Southern presbyterian Mission. He came along with us this time just for the trip. We have

been here three weeks now. Coming up the weather was pleasant but cold. There isn't a bit of

pleasure traveling in this country in the winter time. I've told you enough about the country so

you can imagine what it must be like. There is one advantage you have in traveling in cold

weather which I must not forget to state and that is that the fleas and bedbugs are not so

voracious as they are in hot weather. On the last trip I used a flea bag so that I might have a

little peace at night, it was a bag-like arrangement with arms and legs and with a drawstring at

the neck. When I got into the thing I looked more like a white bear than anything else. It

protected all my body that it covered, but my poor neck was all bare. I used to get up in the

morning with a perfect string of bites all around my neck. This time Blanche made me a sort of

night-cap which was long enough to cover my neck. Fortunately I haven't been compelled to

use it yet.

This time I made the trip again on my bicycle and although it was winter I got along very

well. There was very little snow and the road was fairly good. Had there come a heavy fall of

snow as there has since we have been here I would have been in a nice predicament. Wouldn't

I have cut a pretty figure tramping along behind some coolie parking my wheel on his back?

There was one morning that I had a pretty hard time and came near "playing out". There had

been a light fall of snow during the night and the next morning the sun came out warm and

melted it. We were going across a plain where the ground was all red clay and the clay was just

as sticky as any America can boast of being. As soon as the clay got soft I began to have

trouble and before we got to our stopping place I was pretty near ready to have some coolie to

pack the wheel. Every little while the thing would fill up with clay and stop and then I would

have to dismount and pick out the mud with a stick. It was glorious traveling. As that was the

only real hard day, I didn't mind. Game was very plentiful and as Tate and I both had our guns

we managed a good bagful on the way up. All together we killed eighty birds and if we had

been able to get all we wounded we would have about a hundred. They were mostly ducks and

pheasant but we got a few pigeons, a quail or two and one stork. I also killed a squirrel and its

fur was black. What was most peculiar about it was a tuft of long hair on each ear which gave

the thing a most peculiar appearance.

About half way to Pyeng Yang we met with a horrible sight. We had heard what had

happened and were prepared for something terrible. Several Koreans had been executed in the

most approved Korean style - that is their heads were hacked off with a dull sword and bodies

and heads were left by the roadside as a warning to other wrongdoers. The first thing that met

our eye was a head lying by the road. A little farther on we came on to a cross pole supported

on two posts from which were hanging five other heads all hung up by the hair. This was bad

enough but a little farther on was a worse sight awaiting us. About one hundred yards farther

on we found the headless bodies lying strewn along the roadside and our coming scared away

the dogs and crows that were having a horrible feast. The Japanese will make the Koreans

abolish such horrible practices.

We reached here Thursday morning just a week and one day after leaving Seoul and

went immediately to the house we purchased on the last trip. This house, by the way, is the

one we tried to buy two years ago and were not able to. We have a beautiful location on a little

hill outside the city wall, away from all the smells and filth. With the house is a garden filled

with fruit trees - all native, of course. There are plums, peaches, apricots and pears - of course

nothing like our fruit at home but a deal better than fruit. Some of this native fruit is

exceedingly nice when it is preserved. Then too, we have some grape vines, two or three

chestnut trees and some flowering shrubs. When we get the place in order it is going to make a
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The Korean house can be fixed over and made good enough to do for us some years.

Below is a plan of the arrangement to be. [He then draws a plan of the house with front door

entering the Sitting Room, a Bedroom at either end of the Sitting Room and behind, a Dining

Room and behind that, a Kitchen. He noted that the rooms will all be about 12 X 16 or 14 X

16.] We are now living in the room marked Dining Room. It is about 14X8 with paper

windows and oil paper floor. Under the oil paper are the flues which heat the room. At present

we are taking things Korean fashion. We sit on the floor, sleep on the floor and very nearly eat

on the floor. Sometimes our servant makes too much fire at night and then our bed partakes of

the nature of an oven. You can imagine what a pleasure it must be to go to bed and fry on one

side for a while and then turn over and fry on the other while the first cooled off and keep^ this

up until your bed cooled down enough to let you sleep. We sleep pretty well but a fellow s hip

bones get mighty tired before morning. Early in the morning I wake up and begin to roll around

trying to find a soft place. But it is a vain quest for our stone floor is all of a hardness. In

regard to food we are faring quite well as we brought quite a good supply with us, then too the

game we killed has been keeping us in meat.

Every day we take a walk somewhere and we hardly ever go out without running onto a

dead Chinaman. Perhaps we will be passing by a vacant house and happen to look in and like as

not the first thing that meets the eye is the remains of some poor celestial who was killed in the

battle of Pyeng Yang. He was wounded, perhaps, and crawled into the house to die. Just as

soon as the weather begins to get warm we are going to fly out of here until the summer is

over, for the decaying bodies are going to poison the whole atmosphere of this place. It would

be about as much as a man's life is worth to pass the summer here.

Pyeng Yang is well nigh a deserted city. During the battle or just before - all the Koreans

ran off to the country, and as yet very few have come back to remain. As a consequence t e

majority of the houses are deserted. The Koreans are still afraid that the Chinese army will be

back and they don't intend to risk getting in between the two armies again. Most o them

not come back until the war is all over and everything settled. It is almost impossible for

,, t rpa |i 7e the fact that a great big country like China that they have held in such

reverence could by any possibility be whipped by a small country like Japan. Little by little they

are beginning to have to realize it but it is an awfully bitter pill for a Korean to take. Just today

a/p hpard of another big victory by the Japanese which practically destroys the Chinese navy.

pitiable to see ,h. „„« sb, i, in. Sb, Is like , big lubber

• u cun nr trainina trvinq to fight with a light little fellow who can t begin to compare
°u a

^
V

f ,| : size but who is trained to perfection and skilled in all the arts of fighting.

Sore the big lubber knows it, the little fellow has knocked him down and trampled all over him.

Poor old China - she had better sue for peace on any terms Japan is willing to grant.

The first railroad has been built in Korea, and Pyeng Yang has the honor of having
I

it

p in here It is not much of a railroad, though: simply a tramway 21 inches wide The cars

email and are drawn by coolies. It runs from Pyeng Yang down the river to the place

V

h , ooina to be the port of Pyeng Yang - about 50 miles from here. Pyeng Yang will

h hhels be made an open port some time next summer. In all probability, in a year or two this

doubtless b
jj

P

g good rai|road and pyeng Yang is going to be a busy place.

I'dTnTknl when we will move up he,., bu. we will bo so jus. as sooo as we can.

With lots of love to all,

Your loving son,

Graham Lee

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Sorai, Chang Yun, Korea March 1 , 1 895 William J. McKenzie

[Dear Brother Moffett]:-

We are waiting for the snow to clear to begin building the church - the first Korean

church with Korean money alone. Already 1000 nyang is signed by them besides all the woo

given and work gratis. The contract is given out, - 800 nyang for the wood work a one. e

would ask you to save up your spare papers and magazines to paper the church.

Three Tong Hak (Eastern Learning) chiefs are studying in their houses the Jesus

doctrine and have contributed to the church. I secured an interview between the new

magistrate and the chief Tong Hak of this province, bringing a letter from the latter and a car

from the former. 1000 soldiers leaped to their spears and shooting arms at his word. He a so

is a hopeful inquirer.

Ten families cleaned their houses last New Year of tablets and no longer worship them

or sacrifice. Sixty to seventy meet twice on Sunday and at prayer meeting on Wednesday

night A dozen or more had to stand without or sit on the "Marou (porch floor) iri the

cold during service. Three women pray now at their own request. Their lives are indeed

reformed and today heard how Paul began preaching at once when converted, according to

he knew.

Every day several inquirers come from far and near to get medicine and to inquire about

the doctrine Next Sunday we make a new move, going to near villages and to preach in a

large sarang [room for meeting visitors] offered for our use. The women can be in an adjoining

room listening. Several boys who can sing well go with us besides Saw Kyung Cho and one or

two others Soon I trust a woman or two will go too. I purpose securing similar privileges in

as many villages near by as possible and send the Christians out by twos or more.

The Sabbath is well observed in about ten houses or more. The Church will be on the

spot where de“s received homage a yea, ago We have etarted a school. God has converted

a carpenter and farmer who knows Chinese. He is chosen as teacher. He is quite zealous in

his own quiet way to lead others into the light. He is so constituted that he is sure to gain s

his own quiet way
unshelled rice and suit of clothes, may be 600 nyang all

hearing, wages 250 y g, 9
g who vjsjted our vi ||age |ast night and took off a

doq

d
-

! track h i

m

tcrthe mountains and got near him when he roared and ran leaping from the

rock He was within a few yards of me and had he not disappeared so quickly behind tl e

"Si
,

®
,d have shot him. I am hoping to get his skin e'er I am through with him. If so I

hope to build a church with it. He was quite a monster and has frequently visited our vi age

this winter.

The Lord has done great things for us whereof we are glad. The prayers of God's

people have done all. March 8» and the persecutors ahd haters of Jesus are now ihgurrrng.

Your Christian brother,

Wm. J. McKenzie

(published in The Korea Mission

Samuel A. Moffett, Early Days.

Field. February, 1 936, pp. 33, 34 at end of an article

continued from the January number of same journal)

by



Pyengyang, Korea March 14, 1895 Samuel A. Moffett

Last summer on board a Korean junk I passed down the Ta Tong River from
the city of Pyeng Yang and entered the estuary formed at Chyel To (3£ ) (by the
junction of the Ta Tong (^ItS) with two smaller rivers flowing from the province of

Whang Hai. Ascending one of these streams we passed at our left the beautiful

Chyeng Pang (o *o) mountain, the summit of which is one of the walled

fortifications which abound in Korea. Far off to the right appeared the peaks of the
noted Kou Ouel PS) mountain which is now the site of a number of Buddhist

temples but which in ancient times furnished at its base the site for the capital of a

fugitive king from Pyeng Yang. Between these two mountains lies a large low
plain, well watered and fertile, producing immense crops of rice. Here the region is

so thickly dotted with villages as to indicate that it is probably the most densely

populated plain in the kingdom.

As we descended the Ta Tong river in order to reach this plain, we spread

our mats on the deck of the junk and dropped to sleep listening to the dipping of

the oars and the song of the boatmen keeping time with their rowing. This song

with its constant repetition of the syllables E-ki, E-ki, E-ki aroused our interest, and

in the morning conversation with the boatmen elicited an interesting legend as to

the origin of the song. As the legend is connected with the location of the capital

of Ki Ja, the reputed founder of Korea's civilization, it is worth recording in

connection with the article in the March [1895] Repository: [Ki Tza, the Founder of

Korean Civilization, by H.G. Appenzeller, pp. 81-87]. ]

It is as follows:--

In the year B.C. 1 122, when the Shang dynasty in China gave way to the

establishment of the Chyou kingdom Ki Ja is said to have crossed the Yellow Sea

and to have entered the wide estuary marked on the maps at the Ta Tong River.

Ascending this he reached the point opposite Chyel To and saw rising but a short

distance before him the Chyeng Pang mountain at the base of which he

immediately determined to build his capital. He gave the order for his boatmen to

row there but as they moved forward there suddenly came into view the narrow

gateway where what is properly the Ta Tong river enters the estuary. Here the

setting of the hills and the sharp angle of entrance give the appearance of a very

narrow gateway hidden from view except from a point immediately opposite.

Charmed by the view which burst upon their sight or satisfied that the larger river

must lead to a more desirable country the boatmen disregarded their orders and

rowed through this gateway intending to ascend the river. Enraged at their

disobedience Ki Ja immediately ordered his men to behead the two boatmen, and

then turning back he landed as previously determined at the base of the mountain.

Here to his disappointment he found no place worthy of becoming the site for his

capital, so retracing his way he again entered the gateway and ascended the Ta

Tong until he reached the site just outside the limits of the present city of Pyeng
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Yang. Here he built his capital laying out its streets wide and straight after the

pattern of the character for well. Here too was laid the foundation of Korea's

civilization. The sites of the walls which surrounded the city are still distinctly seen

and the streets are laid out today as they were 3000 years ago.

In reparation for the hasty execution of the two unfortunate boatmen, whose
judgment as to the best course to take was in the end found to be correct, Ki Ja

gave the entrance to the river the name of the Keup Sa Moon or The Gate of the

Hasty Death .

He also commanded that in order to keep alive the memory of the two men
whose execution he regretted, all boatmen should thereafter keep time with their

oars by repeating the names of these men. Their names being Ee and Ki, the

shores of the Ta Tong river have for 3000 years echoed and re-echoed the words

E-ki, E-ki, E-ki, as one generation of boatmen after another has plied its trade upon

this beautiful river.

Samuel A. Moffett

(from an article entitled Legend of the Hasty Death Gate : Korean Repository, Vol.

||, November, 1895, pp. 414, 415)



Sorai, Chang Yun, Korea

Dear Bro. Moffett:

April 22, 1895 William J. McKenzie

i
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L
man exPects t0 8et off today and I send this note. I am told for certain that six days

I drpaJth
0 d maglS

u
tra
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e leaves here by boat for Soul or Chemulpo. I purpose going by that boat.
e journey y land as I have no good hat to protect my head from the sun. I hope

owever soon to be in Soul and if you could stay till May 10
th

, it would be a great favor as surely

i

get

, j ^
ef°re then

’ If that boat is tardy rn start by land taking Kim’s horse for which I
ave already bargained. So depend upon it, I’ll be there before the 10

,h
of May. I’m expecting a

ig it quite near today or tomorrow in the mountain where a number of renegade Tong Haks are
hiding, a bad gang. Today four will pass by, probably to be beheaded. I have written to the
magistrate to spare one. I think he’ll listen. He has shown me great kindness and when last in
the city paid my board in the inn as I attended to the soldiers wounded in the fight with the Tong
Haks. Back of the city the crows and dogs are having a “poung nyen” (prosperous year) on the
bleaching carcasses of the T[ong] H[ak] killed in the fight and left unburied. Some men of the
city raised a false report against us that many rebels joined the Jesus men and that I now am
protecting them. So the “Ouen” (magistrate) was angry and suspicious at first but when he heard
that not one had yet been allowed to join us, he changed his mind and tells me not to have
anything to do with them till I know them better.

I’ll not enter into any details of the work, only to say the Lord hath done great things for
us and we are glad. You’d be surprised to know how much I do in tinkering with medicine. My
fame has gone far and wide and usually, nearly all lies. My stock of medicine is about exhausted.
I 11 not be able to stay this time in Soul over five or six days but expect to go up some time later.
The man is waiting. Now I close, kindest regards and well wishes.

Wm J. McKenzie

Mr. McKenzie made his contemplated visit to Seoul in May and returned to Sorai where
soon after he suffered from sunstroke and died on June 23, 1895.

Dr. Underwood accompanied by Dr. J. H[unter] Wells who had arrived from America,
June 3

rd

,
left for Sorai as soon as the news was received and held a memorial service in the

Church near by the site where now a monument marks the last resting place of the body of this

devoted servant of God.

These three letters [from Mr. McKenzie of Dec. 31, 1894, Mar. 1, 1895 and April 22,

1 895] require no explanation and no comment except to record my own gratitude for the

privilege of knowing and working with two such men as W.J. Hall and W.J. McKenzie.

[Samuel Austin Moffett]

(published in The Korea Mission Field, February, 1936, p. 34 at end of an article by Samuel A.

Moffett, Early Days, continued from the January number of same journal)



Seoul, Korea April 27, 1895 Samuel F. Moore

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Our little church here seemed to be flourishing and the four men baptized a week ago
yesterday made the total membership 20. One was received yesterday, also. Of those received at

a recent communion season, one was Mr. Pak, a butcher. For several weeks, the fact that he was
a butcher did not leak out, it seems, although there was no thought of concealing it. As you
probably know, the butcher ranks at the very bottom of the Korean social scale - even lower than

the beggars, for, as one explained to me, one might take a beggar up and make a man of him but

the butcher can never rise by any means. According to the custom which has prevailed for

hundreds of years, butchers are not allowed to wear a hat such as is worn by all other classes, not

even a mangun (the name of a band used to hold the hair in place). All use low talk to the

butcher and the disgrace descends also to his children. This custom probably is a fruit of

Buddhism which forbids the killing of any creature.

Yesterday a half dozen regular attendants were absent, three inquirers and three members.

Of the three absent members, one is an official having been lately appointed. After the services

were over and we were having a short recess before the singing class, one of the members, Yi

Chusa, an ex-official, in reply to my query about the absentees, answered that there was a reason

for their not coming, and that I might as well know it first as last. He said that when they came

here they came to study and to worship God, but that there were still some Korean customs

remaining and, although I might not think they were good customs, yet they had been in vogue

for so long that they could not be broken right off in a moment. He said that they felt that they

could not belong to the same church as a butcher. Just what they, the Yang Bans [aristocrats],

would do, he did not know. They would probably build themselves a chapel somewhere or meet

for worship at the house of one of their number. I said I thought it strange that children bom of

one Father could not sit down together in one room - and then the butcher could keep still no

longer, but came and sat down before them and asked what sin he had committed against their

highnesses. Had he not always used the very highest talk in addressing them? When he came

here, he thought to be saved, and thought our religion was one that took up low, lost and dying

sinners and lifted them up to heaven, but their (the Yang Bans) religion seemed to be different

from his conception. The Yang Bans’ religion would permit only the higher classes to go to

heaven.

Yi Chusa thereupon being unable to reply, lost his temper and began to speak very loudly

and abusively when I told him to hush up. Then the Yang Bans all went out together and two or

three of them did a good deal of talking while I started up a song, Jesus loves me this I know,

with the few who remained - the Yang Bans went off without saying Good bye to me and told my

teacher that they were never coming back. At first I was disposed to think them sinners above

most all others but when another missionary reminded me that at home also there were Christian

people who would not allow low people or colored brethren to meet with them for worship and I

remembered that these have only just come out of the darkest heathenism, I felt more lenient in

my condemnation.
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The example of Col. Bird in supporting a native preacher to preach in his stead has

stimulated the members of our church to give as they had not done before. They agreed to give

10,000 cash per month or 2,500 per Sunday and I to give a like amount to send out another man
to sell books and preach daily. Some men, five in number, agreed to give 1000 cash per man,

and enough others 500 per man to make up the required amount. A week before this trouble

[began] was the first Sunday they brought their offerings, and instead of 2500 there was 3125.

We had not yet decided whom to send and I spoke to them last Sunday from Luke 10:2 of the

harvest so great, so precious and perishing and how few real laborers. If the Lord of the harvest

send not forth laborers it is vain for us to do so. There are two men whom I was considering for

the new position. One of them, the butcher. All seemed so promising and now about half the

members are gone. I hope God will bring these wandering sheep back again and make all work

for His own glory. I have lost so much sleep with the children that I have been feeling very

weary and have not shepherded these as I wish to do, so that the fault may rest largely with me.

Mrs. Moore and I have been outside the city gates but 10 days during the almost three years since

we came and we both feel need of a change. I hope to go to Puk Han [North mountain fortress]

for the hot season, coming down to Sunday meetings. Missionaries are all well. New inquirers

keep coming in and the fields seem white for harvest. Pray much for us.

Yours faithfully,

S.F. Moore

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #178, Vol. 5, letter #89)



Seoul, Korea May 12, 1895 Charlotte “Lottie” Witherspoon Bell

[postcard written to her mother] [Mrs. Eugene Bell]

Mrs. F.D. Witherspoon, 933 Second St., Louisville, Kentucky

Dear Mamma,

I find I must let my letters to you all go by for this time and try to get some of the many
written that I owe - so [I] send this to let you know that we are both well and hard at work. We
weighed yesterday in a Japanese store, Eugene weighing 138 and I 123/2 [lbs.] - so you see

Korea and our trip are agreeing with us.

I enjoy keeping house very much, and yesterday made a molasses pie by your receipt that

turned out very well. I find it a little hard to divide some of your receipts enough to do for us - as

we don’t have to count in the servants.

Mr. Reynolds came back Friday and reports all quiet at Chun-Ju and thinks some of us

can go down there to live in the fall. Who, we don’t yet know. We hear now that complications

have arisen in the peace treaty, and we are waiting to know what is to come. I hope it may be

peace. Tomorrow is my birthday and we will enjoy some of our first cake at dinner. It is still

quite cool, fortunately for us, as we need as much of this weather as possible before the heat

comes. So far we find the climate here delightful like ours at home only not changeable.

We are hoping for mail by the middle of the week as the last one came a week ago Friday.

I hope you all are well, Pauline too .

With best love to you all from both of us, affectionately yours,

Lottie

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of letters and papers)



Seoul, Korea June 7, 1895 Samuel F. Moore

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

You will be glad to know that there is a general advance in the work of God in Korea and
t at the promise “I will be exalted among the heathen” is being fulfilled. A committee has been
appointed to assign a district to each volunteer who offers him or herself for street preaching and
house to house visitation. It is the desire and purpose of the missionary body to offer the Gospel to
every man and woman in Seoul before the coming winter. The number of mature volunteers is not
as large as we would like and still large enough to do wonders under the blessing of God. One
man reported having entered 50 houses in one day and that the people received tracts and promised
to consider the question of eternal life and eternal death. Another reported that men followed him
home from the street preaching and sat down in the sarang [reception room] to listen for a long
time and gave their names as those who wished to become Christians. Only a portion of the city
has been assigned and when that has been finished another portion will be assigned. The blood of
souls - how can we escape it except we cry aloud and spare not. One missionary said “I never see
a funeral but I shudder at the thought that there is a soul which I might possibly have reached”.
Weekly meetings are held for reports from workers and for special prayer for a blessing upon the

work.

I wrote you some time ago about trouble here on account of a butcher having entered the

church. Since that time several Yang Bans have been very irregular in attendance who before came
regularly. During the past two weeks, however, they have come and acknowledged themselves in

the wrong and promised to do better. One, Mr. Shin, however, says that he can only return to

church upon one condition - viz. that a custom be established giving the Yang Bans seats of honor
and the butchers the back end of the room as per Korean custom. Unless this was done Mr. Shin

could come no more. He, however, said he would not cast off Christianity, but would observe the

Sabbath at home with his family.

The butcher, Mr. Pak, is proving himself an earnest Christian man. He has brought four

fellow butchers, Mr. Im, Mr. Won, and two Mr. Yi’s, who have been received as catechumens and

will probably be baptized soon. They are all good readers and are making good progress in

knowledge. They meet almost daily at Mr. Pak’s to study the Bible. Perhaps I told you of Mr.

Pak’s petition to the government on behalf of the butchers. It was prepared by himself and Mr.

Chay, the teacher in the day school here. The matter was remembered daily before God in prayer

and after Mr. Chay had written the petition in good order in Chinese it was sent to the Home
Department of the new government and one copy was also sent to His Excellency, the Japanese

Minister, who wrote promising full moral support to the measure. The petition recited the

grievances of the butchers who for the past 500 years have been treated with contempt by all

classes as the very off-scouring of the earth. They have been beaten and plundered of their goods

and they had no redress. The petition asked that posters be pasted up in all the eight provinces

notifying the people that henceforth butchers shall be allowed to wear the ordinary civilian hat and

mangen worn by all other classes and shall be considered as on the same footing with other

working men and that higher class people be forbidden to beat them and take away their goods.

One month ago yesterday the petition was sent in and yesterday the posters were put up stamped

with the government seal. Mr. Pak called last evening to tell me that the posters were up. It is an

occasion of very great rejoicing among the butchers. Before this, even boys addressed them in low
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talk. They were looked upon as lower even than the beggars and were not allowed to wear hats

and suffered a great deal of abuse. The disgrace also extended to their children and relatives. Mr.
Pak says it is a case parallel to the Jewish deliverance from Egyptian bondage and that only God
could have brought it about. I feel it a great blessing to have been used in even a small way to help

in bringing about such deliverance to the dispossessed. Mr. Pak would like to go with another

native preacher to all the butchers - about 30,000 men, he says, in all Korea. They would take a

pony load of books and be gone a long time - probably more than six months. He says that the

butchers will be so grateful for this great deliverance that they will listen to the Gospel well and
that there are many who will become believers. Before the posters were put up he sent a letter to

the country butchers telling them of the approaching deliverance. He told them of the Jesus

Church and that it was from this church that this great blessing had come. He exhorted them to not

become puffed up by their sudden elevation. Of course, while he was away on this trip, his family

would have to be cared for, and there would be some other small expenses. He is praying that God
may be pleased to bring it all about. It seems to me a rare opportunity to preach the Gospel. We
want to begin with the lowest classes and work up, and I believe that God will call out many of his

Korean saints from among this despised class.

I have just returned from a trip by boat to the river villages. I was gone eight days and went

down about 25 miles stopping at every village. I found multitudes sitting in thick darkness.

Within five miles of Seoul were villages on the other bank of the river who did not know who

Jesus was. They listened very well and books were sold freely. In almost every village some

wrote down my address, promising to come and see me when they came to Seoul and gave me
their names and hoped I would come soon again. Truly the harvest is great. Its greatness grows

upon me and the necessity of prayer that more laborers b e thrust forth. We went to the

schoolroom in all the larger villages and always sold books there.

Our two native preachers, Chun and Kim are daily testifying and book selling among the

river villagers who live near Seoul. There is a large population there, all of whom can come in to

church on Sundays if they desire. Mr. Chun’s younger brother was received at the last

Communion by baptism and his elder brother was received as a catechumen. The Sunday before

last I received six catechumens and at the last Communion three women were also baptized. One

of them, Mrs. Whang, wife of the gateman, is a woman of marked piety. We send all the women

who come to see Mrs. Moore to Mrs. Whang’s room to hear the Gospel. She is just the Bible

Woman we want. No salary is necessary.

There are many things to write but I must close for the present. Dr. Wells has arrived and

has won all hearts. Work at the hospital is growing. One day not long ago there were 85 who

came to be treated besides inpatients. Brethren, pray for us that the Word of the Lord may have

free course and be glorified.

Yours sincerely,

S.F. Moore

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #178, Vol. 5, letter #86)



Seoul, Korea July 13, 1895 Graham Lee

Dear Mother:-

When I come to think of it I guess I’ve been neglecting you all for some time. You must

forgive me for I’ve had my hands pretty full lately. I’ve been looking after the work on a house for

the ladies of the Girls School and also another for Mr. Gifford and until just lately it has kept me
very busy looking after the workmen. For a time we had as many as 70 coolies and ten or fifteen

carpenters working at once. If you know anything about the character of Koreans you would

realize how constant the supervision must be to get anything like good work. It is wearing,

dreadfully wearing on a fellow’s patience after having told a carpenter just how to do a thing to

find he has done it exactly the way you didn’t want it because, forsooth, he thought he knew better

than you did how it ought to be done.

Those are the times I get my Irish up and make these carpenters think there is a cyclone

around. I’ve had to make a carpenter pull out and put back a door frame three times before he

would get it right. You can imagine that it takes some of a man’s time when you have to look after

work in this way. We hope to have the work done about September P 1

but there is no telling when

you can get anything done in this country.

We have just had an excitement in Korean political circles which has caused the people to

get somewhat worked up. Since the reconstruction of the Korean government the man who has

been most prominent and who has been the head of the cabinet is a Mr. Pak [Yung-Hyo], He was

in power during the revolution ten years ago and when the revolution failed he was outlawed and

until his return lately has lived in Japan. When the Japs undertook to reform Korea they got the

king to pardon Mr. Pak and call him back into power. For about nine months now he has been at

the head of things and all have been looking to him to do great things for Korea but sad to state he

has failed to come up to our expectations, last Sunday we heard that Pak was missing and then

soon followed a report that a reward had been offered by the king for his capture. But Pak made

good his escape through the aid of the Japanese, and is doubtless now in Japan. What he had been

plotting we don’t know, but it is very evident he is not a patriot and was working for the interest of

Mr. Pak rather than for the interest of Korea. There is a report that he was at the head of a plot to

dethrone the king. But whether there is any truth in this I can’t say. There is also a report that

during the time he has been in office he has managed to accumulate a bank account of fifty

thousand dollars which if true may account somewhat for the trouble. He has been posing as a

Christian but he was never baptized. While in Japan he wanted Dr. Underwood to baptize him at

one time but Dr. Underwood refused to do so because he thought Pak wasn’t ready for baptism.*

The trouble with this poor country is that among the officials there are so few men who

have any honesty or patriotism. How can you refonn a country when every official put into power

turns out to be a rascal!

Just at present we are hearing reports about cholera coming this summer. It is said to be

raging in the north up near the Chinese line. If this is true there is no doubt but that it will sweep

the country We expect to stay where we are and if the cholera comes, it comes, and we can’t help

it We are very careful about what we eat and drink and expect to be all summer. If the cholera

comes here it will find a perfect hotbed in this filthy city and thousands of the poor Koreans will
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1 ‘ suPPose 1 made a mistake and gave the wrong stove number. Now let us try againm lave it right this time. On a separate page I have the order which will you please give0 someone at the Stove Works and tell them to send the bill. Our stove works all right now but
1 m afraid that when we move it to Pyeng Yang it may give out as it is rather weak in places.

Blanche tells me to tell you to have that skirt you tried to send her put in the box with the
stove fittings. She says she wants it. She says though, if you have done something else with it to
never mind. I want to thank you for the book you sent me and also the songs. Both came all right.
Haven t read the book nor learned the songs yet, for I haven’t had time. After this carpenter work
is done I hope to have time for something.

There was a sad thing happened up in the country a few days ago. On my way home I met
in Japan a Mr. McKenzie coming to Korea as a missionary. He was independent of any Board, but
was supported by some friends at home. He went up into the country about 1 50 miles from here
and has been living there pretty much ever since, wearing Korean clothes and living on Korean
food. In Japan I sold him my shot gun which I had left here. The other day we received the sad
news that Mr. McKenzie had been taken very sick and during his delirium had killed himself with
his gun - - the gun I sold him. It came with a dreadful shock to us all, for McKenzie was a man of
whom we all thought highly. Dr. Underwood and Dr. Wells immediately left to investigate the
whole matter and as yet have not returned.

Dr. Wells, by the way, is our new doctor for Pyeng Yang. He’s a single man who, like me,
left his lady love at home for a year or so. When we get a house ready in Pyeng Yang she will
come out and he will meet her in Japan.

Now I must go and look at the carpenters.

With ever so much love to all -

Your loving son,

Graham

* [A quite different and much more favorable view of the Pak Yung-Hyo recent rise and fall from
power in Korea and disappearance is given in Dr. O.R. Avison’s memoirs, p. 168 ff.]

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea July 15, 1895

Monday, 2:40 p.m.

E.C. Pauling

Dear Brethren in Christ:

After calm reflection and much prayer and another baptism of the Spirit just now as I began
to write, I am led to write a few lines to those who were present at prayer meeting last Thursday
night.

I wish to say first of all, that I had nothing more to do with [that] voice than anyone

present.

Let no one deceive themselves by thinking it was the result of nervous excitement. I no more

expected this visitation than anyone present. I did expect the power of the Holy Ghost sometime in

some way, but I knew not how. I had been praying for the baptism of the Holy Ghost as many
others had also been doing. When He came upon me I recognized Him.

Now, am I responsible for what He said through me that night? The Holy Ghost spake, not

I. I call to witness those who saw me on Thursday if they saw any excitement about me, and my
wife will bear witness that there was no cause whatever to bring on any nervous excitement.

No, dear friends, this Voice was the Voice of God, the Voice of the Holy Ghost calling all

present to yield themselves fully and entirely to the working of the Holy Ghost and to depend on

no other means to convict and save Koreans.

The Voice was just as much to me as anyone present, as I had no more to do with it.

The Spirit called you then and there not to close that meeting. He was not obeyed. And

now I beg of you in the name of the Father, and the Son and of the Holy Ghost to delay no longer

but open some house at once for prayer, and attend to the Voice of the Spirit.

You neglect this call at your peril. Believe me again, it is the voice of God and not man.

E.C. Pauling

P.S. Our house is open.

To the missionaries, especially to those who were at prayer-meeting

To this I answered at once and as follows:

Seoul, July

last Thursday night.

15, 1895

Dear Brother Pauling,

-

I am in receipt of your general note to the missionaries and have read it with much interest.

I do not see much in it except your own justification of your somewhat extraordinary conduct at the

meeting in question. When a person is regularly appointed to lead a meeting, he does it in such a

way as he may be lead by the Spirit. But for your interruptions, we had a most delightful and

spiritual meeting. Neither the leader nor myself as the pastor of the [Union] church had any special
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With kindest regards to Mrs. Pauling, believe me -

Sincerely Yours,

H.G. Appenzeller

(from the microfilm archives of Union Theological Seminary, New York, N.Y. E.C. Pauling

arrived in Korea in 1894 as a missionary sent by the Ella Thing Memorial Mission, Boston, MA..
Henry G. Appenzeller was a pioneer Methodist missionary, who arrived in Korea in 1885.)



Seoul, Korea Aug. 7th, ‘95 Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Last Sunday (Aug. 4th) Mrs. Lee presented us with a fine boy. I know you will be glad
to hear the news and will rejoice with us in our new happiness. The boy’s name is Mylo Webb.

Your two last letters have been received. Let me thank you for your kind words. In

regard to the pheasant shooting, [I] will try and not let my sporting proclivities run away with
me. If you could see how grateful these people are for the present of a good fat pheasant - these

people who so rarely get any meat to eat, you might think a man perhaps could do good
missionary work with his gun. I know I have made friends with the birds I have given away, and
I never heard a word of complaint about our shooting them. On the other hand I know it is very

easy for a man if he likes hunting to let his sporting proclivities run away with him. So I will

remember your word of advice and be careful.

Last winter I sent you a long letter from Pyeng Yang giving a description of a trip down
into the Whang Hai province and of the interesting work starting there. As you have made no

mention of that letter I suppose it must have been lost.

Please pardon the short epistle. Since the arrival of this little stranger we are all pretty

busy. The cholera is quite prevalent and many people are dying. So far the missionaries have all

kept very well. Mrs. Lee wishes to be kindly remembered.

Very sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

This spring the Committee appointed to build the Girls School at Yun Mat Kol ],

finding that the cost of building materials was very high and on account of the war, and also on

the same account, that many good Korean houses were cheap, canvassed the question of buying

a good Korean house and using the materials in building. Let it be understood that in a Korean

house when the timbers are sound can be found seasoned lumber such as is impossible to buy in

Korea from lumber merchants or carpenters. The question of buying a Korean house for the

materials was decided upon after due consultation with the Seoul Station. That the buying of

Korean houses for the material in them is a good investment is shown by the fact that many

Japanese are doing so now, as is also the French Legation. Many houses were looked at but

none were found to be suitable. At last a large house almost adjoining our property we heard

was for sale. We looked the place over and found it contained timber, stones and tiles more than

ample for the work we had in hand and the timber was excellent, for the house belonged to a

high official and was a fine property as Korean houses go. We thought the matter over and

concluded that could the house be had at a reasonable rate, it would pay to buy and move it and

we were forced to the conclusion that if we did not get our materials in this way we would not be

able to get them at all for a year or two, at least. We at once proceeded to see if the house could

be had, and at what price. A price was obtained and after carefully looking over the property

several times, taking note of timber and stones we felt it would pay to buy it. While looking
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over t e property the thought occurred to us that since the houses were practically on the same
site and so exceedingly well adapted to our work just as they stand, why go to the added expense
o moving them a few rods. Again we looked the property over with this thought in view and
found there were enough buildings to provide for the following:

1st - An excellent building for the school, all ready just as it is, needing hardly a dollar’s worth
of repairs.

2nd - A splendid house which can easily be made into a most comfortable residence for the
ladies, which is in such close proximity to the school building that the two can be easily joined
together.

3rd - A fine building that is most admirably adapted for woman’s work.

4th - An extra house which can easily be made into a comfortable residence for a minister.

5th - Plenty of admirably arranged out buildings. The whole was so well adapted to our needs
and so well arranged that it could be made into a splendid plant. We all felt that we must buy it

and that it would be missing a great bargain if we did not. Remember that our first idea was
simply to buy it for the material which was to be moved. Of course if the Board objects to our

leaving the property where it is, we can move it a few rods on to the adjoining property but we
would think it very poor economy to do so.

For the appropriation, then, we have been able to get the following:

1st - Girls School building

2nd - Residence for the ladies

3rd - Building for woman’s work

4th - Extra house for minister

5th - All necessary out buildings and all most admirably arranged.

With the appropriation we are able to put all these buildings in perfect shape without

asking a cent more from the Board, and we have a plant that could not be put up for less than

eight or ten thousand dollars silver. The property costs $1760.00 (silver).

D.L. Gifford Graham Lee

H.G. Underwood Susan A. Doty

F.A. Miller per A.R.M. Ellen Strong

C.C. Vinton V.C. Arbuckle

S.F. Moore

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #55)



Seoul, Korea Aug. 21, 1895 (Rec'd Sep't. 25, 1895) Samuel A. Moffett

My. Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Various as are the experiences through which we learn the lessons of faith

and patience and endurance so necessary to us in our missionary work, one of the
most trying to me is that which just now I am called upon to go through. A
number of conditions combine to place me in great uncertainty as to our Pyeng
Yang work this fall and we are forced to hold our plans in abeyance for a while
waiting for the Lord to show us just when to move.

I spent May & June in the city and surrounding country staying as long and
as often as the sanitary conditions would permit but the return of fever and the

approach of cholera from the North warned me that further stay was running an

unnecessary risk so I returned to Seoul early in July. Our American minister, Mr.

Sill, who has shown himself a good friend of mine had tried to telegraph me to

return but could get no word through. I had been gone from the city but a few
days when cholera broke out and swept the city. Poor Pyeng Yang! The war had

left her desolate enough but now her condition reminds me of the prophecies of the

destructions upon Ninevah and Babylon. Reports received last week from my
teacher there tell of a deserted city, dead bodies inside and outside the walls lying

there rotting in the sun. The Lord has dealt graciously with our men and so far but

one of the Church members has been taken together with one Catechumen whom I

had expected to baptize this fall. A number of members of families have been

taken but in answer to prayer most of our men have escaped all sickness while

others who were sick have recovered. Many of them have gone to mountain

villages where most of them will probably be safe. The last reports however say

that while the scourge has ceased in the city it is now spreading into the

surrounding villages.

The decaying bodies of the Chinese slain in battle last year not only

interfered with our stay there this Spring but also filled me so full of malaria that I

am now in a condition which causes all my friends to insist upon my taking a rest

and many think I ought now to ask for a furlough in America. This I do not as yet

feel at all called upon to do as I am trusting that a few weeks of comparative rest

in the mountains near Seoul will put me in fair shape again.

What troubles me however is that just now I am not fitted to do battle

against much hardship or against the unsanitary conditions into which Pyeng Yang

has again been brought by the cholera. We are not quite settled in P.Y. as yet

although for a year we have been just on the eve of permanent and fairly

comfortable establishment of ourselves there. (I am hoping that before I feel called

upon to make a visit home that I shall see our station fully established with Mr. Lee

& his family and Dr. Wells there to look after things.) Then I shall be glad to lose

no time in getting to my mother whose every letter now is full of longing for my

return.
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I think you will appreciate the fact that the uncertainty as to whether we

can return to P.Y. when we had planned to do so (Sept. 1st) is pretty trying to me
just now.

Perhaps, however, the detention is the Lord's plan for giving me a chance to
recuperate that I may the better enter upon all the opportunities for work which will

offer themselves this winter.

Dr. Wells' arrival has rejoiced both Mr. Lee and myself and we are much
pleased with him. He is full of enthusiasm, frank, & sincere and withal evidently a

good physician. He is having some rare experiences which form a good
introductory to his work although they are interfering just now with what is of

prime importance, viz., the acquisition of the language. However, I do not think

they will in any way lessen his determination to study hard as soon as these
necessary interruptions are over.

Mr. Lee and I have had most enjoyable times together during our trips to and
stays in Pyeng Yang and we have been able to plan our work together in a way
which promises the greatest harmony and co-operation throughout. I cannot be too

thankful that Mr. Lee is my co-laborer for I have found him a rare man in absolute

sincerity and integrity combined with good judgment and self-control.

He & Mrs. Lee are eager to get settled and to enter upon a work to which
they can give uninterrupted attention and I trust that time is not far off. We expect

any time to hear of P.Y.'s being opened as a port but whether it is or not this

winter will doubtless see us located there and in possession of our place and work.

In Seoul the cholera has been occupying a great deal of the thought and time

of most of the station. The doctors have all been hard at work and others have

been nursing, inspecting, disinfecting, etc., as far (and farther) than their strength

would allow.

There is now a great deal of sickness or rather exhaustion in the ranks of the

missionaries. Of course as we are now quite a large community it is not to be

expected that all will be in perfect health but the setting aside of even one where

the work is so great affects us very greatly. Miss Strong does not seem to recover

her strength and we fear she may be compelled to take a rest in America. This

makes us all the more eager to have the Board grant our request for another lady

for the school - the granting of which request now will in the end be a great saving

to the Board. Miss Doty is now overworked and it does seem a shame not to have

just the help needed for the school now that such admirable buildings are prepared

for it. Mr. Lee has in his work for the school succeeded in getting by for the best

and cheapest buildings which the Mission has ever obtained and those of us who

for years have been dissatisfied with the Girls' School in its location and

opportunities for conducting a successful school are now jubilant over the
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Admirably located with buildings adapted to an economical management and
careful oversight, and with buildings sufficient for the carrying on of all kinds of
work for women in connection with the school - all that is needed now is the right
force of workers. The Board did not understand why those who were sent out for
the school seemed to prefer other work - but could you have fully understood all

the difficulties against which they had to struggle where they were, it would not
have been such an enigma. For one I do not anticipate any future dissatisfaction
on the part of anyone who may be assigned to work in the Girls' School - unless
that one should be Miss Arbuckle who for various reasons is not likely to be so
assigned by the Mission.

Our Annual Meeting is to be held in October. Before that I trust Mr. Lee, Dr.

Wells & I will have been to Pyeng Yang - in which case our report to the Mission
will inform you as to the outcome of the present uncertainties.

You have probably heard of the sad death of Mr. McKenzie, a most noble
fellow whose promise of usefulness here was so great.

We have just heard, too, of the withdrawal from the Australian Presbyterian

Mission of Miss Perry of Fusan. A trip to Japan and contact with some people
there has led her into Plymouth Brethrenism. She is an earnest worker, successful

in winning Koreans to Christ and we are sorry to hear of her loss to the ranks of

our Presbyterian Church.

Some day I should like to write you as to the great difference in the policy of

the Presbyterian Church and the Methodist Church in the work in Korea but at

present will close with kind regards to yourself and prayers for all the work of the

Board.

Very sincerely,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions,

Korea Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #45a) [incorrectly listed

with '94 letters]



Seoul, Korea Sept. 1st, '95 (Rec' Dec. 4th) Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Dr. Allen has made us an offer on the property formerly occupied by the Girls'

School. Below is a copy of his offer:

"I make you the following offer and will be glad if you will attend to it at

once otherwise I may have to withdraw it. I understand Mr. [Eugene] Bell

has the house next to us till March 1st rent free. We want it for immediate

use. I am therefore authorized to offer you the brick house inside the West

Gate lately occupied by the French representative, Mr. Lefever, free of rent

for the occupancy of Mr. Bell till March 1st next, and to offer you $3000.00

yen for the house now occupied by Mr. Bell, immediate possession to be

given and no rent to be charged, (in condition of giving you the other and

better house) until you have word from New York as to acceptance of the

offer. Should the offer not be accepted, the house will then be delivered to

you."

Signed

H.N. Allen

The Mission has already asked the Board for permission to sell this property which

permission was not granted because we had no definite offer. We now have the definite

offer and now ask again that we be given permission to sell at the price named. The price

is a good one and is certainly all the property is worth. Mr. Bell of the Southern

Presbyterian Mission has agreed to move out into the house which Dr. Allen furnishes and

Dr. Allen will take possession of the other property immediately. Should the Board not

grant permission to sell, then Dr. Allen will vacate the property as per his agreement

above.

In regard to Mr. Bell, he was given permission to occupy the property free of rent

because:

1st - That saved us hiring a care-taker and

2nd - Because he belonged to the Southern Presbyterian Mission.

I do not think we need to urge the Board to accept this offer. We do not need the

property and if it is kept it will be a source of continual expense and trouble.

As yet we have had no definite offer for Mr. Gifford's old house. If we can get

$3000.00 yen or more for this property, shall we sell? At one time we heard that we

might sell the place for $3500.00 yen but no definite offer was made. The whole Mission

is anxious that the property be sold as soon as possible. The house is in bad condition and

if it is rented it will have to be repaired at some expense.

Yours sincerely,

Graham Lee, Chairman Property Committee

p s Since writing the above I have received the following communication from Dr. Allen:

"Dear Mr. Lee:
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P^ a ' n ' n9 to my friends what you said as to the limits of ground of my
li L th
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A
eV objected verY much- They have not known the place since I

there. At that time I used the ground on the hill at the back
afterwards sharing it with Dr. Heron, but we had no dividing wall through it,w en bidding for the place my friends counted very largely upon that
place as a site for a house. To simplify matters I am authorized to modify
the offer in this way: $3000.00 yen for the house including the garden on
the hill at the back or $2500.00 without this. The other arrangements as to
immediate and conditional possession to stand as they were. You had better
add this to your letter to the Board that they may take their choice.

Yours truly.

H.N. Allen"

. .

In re9ard t0 the above I would say that the ground about which Dr. Allen speaks isback of Dr. Vinton's house and is a part of his compound and is separated from the old
Oirls School property by a wall. I'm sure that none of the Mission would agree to part
with this piece of ground at present so the question comes, shall we accept the $2500 00
for the other?

As far as I am able to find out at present the majority would be for selling at this
price. We await your action.

G.L.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea
Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #56)



Seoul, Korea Sept. 11, 1895 Graham Lee

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Day after tomorrow Moffett, Wells and I start for Pyeng Yang, but intend to make
only a short trip this time as we must be back for the Annual Meeting in October. We are
much pleased with Dr. Wells and are so happy to think we have at last that long looked for

physician. I can't tell you how anxious we are to get to Pyeng Yang and get settled into

our regular work. Mrs. Lee often says, "Oh, if we were only up in Pyeng Yang." Just at

present, affairs are so unsettled that I'm afraid we are not going to be able to get a house
ready for the ladies at least until something is definitely decided about opening Pyeng Yang
as a port.

It may be that Pyeng Yang city will not be formally opened as a port but whether
opened or not, I feel sure that the Japanese intend to remain there and if they remain, then
we are going there to remain too, for our minister will see that we are granted every
privilege that the Japanese have.

The present outlook calls for a little more patience and a little more waiting and a

little more putting up with our present cramped quarters, but it is all right and in the Lord's

good time we will get where we belong, for we feel sure the Master has work for us in

Pyeng Yang.

The past summer has been rather trying on us all on account of the cholera. We
put all our trust in the Lord and tried to do our duty as we saw it and He didn't fail us.

The cholera has shown the Koreans who are their real friends and it has shown that the

Korean government has confidence in the Missionaries. When Mrs. Lee was strong

enough to travel, about the last of August, a few of us went up to Nam Han [South

Fortress] for a much needed rest and I am so glad to say that it did us all so much good .

Mrs. Lee is herself again having found her lost appetite on the mountain top. All summer I

have spent overseeing the work on the New Girls School and Mr. Gifford's house. I didn't

want to do this work, but my duty seemed to point that way so I have done the best I

could trying to get substantial houses built. I must say that the Girl's School has a most

admirable plant beautifully located in a splendid center for work. The problem of a site and

buildings for the Girl's School is now solved and solved well for which we on the field are

most devoutly thankful, and I doubt not that you, Dr. Ellinwood, are somewhat thankful

yourself, so now send us on that other single lady that we make the best and most use of

this good plant.

Mylo Webb Lee, the new missionary who arrived in our family, is thriving finely. He

is a little tyrant but somehow or other we seem to love him a great deal. Mrs. Lee sends

her kindest regards.

Sincerely yours,

Graham Lee

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #57)
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Chicago, Illinois Sept. 17, 1895 Eva Seevers

Miss Alice M. Fish [should be M. Alice Fish]
2212 12 Webster Av.

San Francisco

My dear Miss Fish:

We are very glad indeed to know that you have organized an association among
the women in your college and we trust that the good beginning may go on to ever
increasing strength and blessing.

I mail you today the September Evangel and the publications you asked for,
hoping they may be what you want.

Ruth 2:12

Sincerely yours,

Eva Seevers

[Note: Alice Fish was graduated from Cooper Medical College, San Francisco, in the
class of 1895. A copy of the Commencement Exercises, December 5, 1895, is among
the S.H. Moffett collection of Moffett and Fish papers.]

(from the Samuel H. Moffett collection of S.A. Moffett and Fish family papers)



Seoul, Korea

My Dear Brother,

October 9, 1895 William M. Baird

was in such a hurry on leaving Fusan that I did not get to write to you or John. Icame overland by horseback traveling three hundred and thirty miles in eleven days. I

round Annie and baby and the Adams’ waiting for me. They came by ship from Fusan.
ur Annual Meeting is in session here in Seoul - also several other meetings - so we

are very busy.

Korea is passing through troublous times again. Reports say that the queen has
been brutally murdered by somebody and that the King is a prisoner. The soldiers and
policemen are fighting each other. Nobody knows yet what it is all about or who is at
the bottom of it. We are trusting God and waiting to hear what is going to be the
outcome of these troublous times. Some of us go over to the palace tonight to help
guard the King from danger. You will have heard the result of it all by telegram before
this letter reaches you. We hope the Lord will keep us from a reign of blood here.

I had expected to send this letter to father but I fear it will alarm him. Haven’t
time to write a separate letter to him. Please let him know that I made the trip safely
from Fusan. It is not thought here that foreigners are in danger.

Your brother,

W.M. Baird

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Evangelistic Work in Eui Ju and the North

Oct. 1895 S.A. Moffett

Since the last report I have not been able to visit Eui Ju, this partly on account of the

ravages of cholera having for the second time depopulated the city, and partly on account of

having to give all the time spent in the province to the more urgent and most promising work in

and around Pyeng Yang.

The work in Eui Ju city has been practically suspended for more than a year or ever

since the entrance of the Chinese troops at the beginning of the war. Then the city was not only

depopulated but its houses were, with but few exceptions, either destroyed or greatly injured.

Our own property suffered considerable damage and is in need of repair. My helper, Kim Koan

Keun and his wife, with the Bible woman Mrs. Paik and another Christian family fled to the

mountains where they built a little hut in which they passed the fall and winter. He reported to

me and as at that time our property was in the possession of the Japanese, request was made
through the American Minister who secured its restoration to Mr. Kim. He then made provision

for its temporary occupation and protection and reported to me in Pyeng Yang this summer.

Returning with books and a small sum of money sufficient for the repair of roofs and doors in

order to make the place habitable and to prevent further damage by the rains - he arrived there

just as the cholera was beginning to carry off its victims by the hundreds. Unable to move his

family back, he again left the place in charge of a relative and passed the next two months with

his family and in looking after his appointed work in Kou Syeng. Again in September he was

with me in Pyeng Yang. He returned to Eui Ju hoping that the way might be clear for the people

to return to the city and he be able to re-establish our work. He has been through most trying

times and has had no one upon whom he could rely for counsel or assistance. Not being a very

strong or self-reliant man he has not borne himself with special credit, so that the opportunities

afforded by the war and the cholera, which a stronger man might have improved, have not been

taken advantage of by him, to the furtherance of our work. He is however holding together the

fragments of our property and our work there as best he can, waiting until by personal visitation

we can plan for the best disposition of the property and the better care of all our interests.

The work being so interrupted and Mrs. Paik not being able to carry on work among

women, by action of the station we have discontinued her salary as a Bible woman. While we

report for the Eui Ju Church an enrollment of 34 members and 10 catechumens, it is probable

that in the whole district not more than 12 or 15 men can be gathered together this winter as the

nucleus around which to re-organize the church. Many of the new enrolled had been lost sight

of, many have left never to return -some will never again be heard of although Kim is under

instructions to make diligent inquiry for them that they may be followed up. We hope that some

of them in their wanderings and in their new homes, will bear faithful witness of Christ and that

the seed thus widely sown may bring forth even more fruit for the Master's harvest. Dr. Wells

and I plan to visit Eui Ju in the early spring, while we have arranged that Mr. Kim and one other

from Eui Ju shall be in attendance upon our Training Class this winter.

Of the condition of things in Kou Syeng and Sak Ju I can give a much brighter picture,

although this field also has suffered much from lack of personal oversight and direction. The

war broke up our school there, so that when the school teacher Mr. Yang reported to me in the

winter I arranged to send him out as a colporteur giving special attention to the work at Kou

Syeng and at Sak Ju, giving two Sundays a month to the former, one to the latter and one

Sunday to be spent in other villages selling books and making known the gospel. He was thus

employed with the sanction of the station - private funds being used to supply his salary which is
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cas per month with 100 cash per day for traveling expenses when itinerating. Several
years acquaintance with him as a school-teacher and contact with him as a student in three
successive training classes led me to think very highly of him and to expect good results from
is work. We have not been disappointed and his report is full of encouragement.

In the early spring he with two of the Kou Syeng Christians came to us in Pyeng Yang
wi plans for the securing of a building for a church and for the helpers' residence. The
uilding formerly so used had to be given up since the discontinuance of the school, because
some of those who had secured the use of that building were now demanding it for others. This
would necessitate the removal of Mr. Yang from the village and these Christians wanted our
assistance in securing another building. Feeling that they asked more than it was wise for us to
furnish, we sent them back with the proposition to furnish 10,000 cash, one half the cost, when
they should raise the other half and bring the deed for the building. They were doubtful as to
their ability to raise that sum but went back determined to make the effort. They succeeded and
in the summer just before I left Pyeng Yang the deed was placed in my hands, so that the Kou
Syeng church is now provided with a church home.

There are but 7 members and 4 catechumens so that the sum they raised, 10,000 cash
(equal to $22.00 silver) was a large one for men of their poverty.

At this time one of the catechumens who had waited for over a year, came to Pyeng
Yang asking to be baptized. Passing a satisfactory examination and having been known to me
for several years he was baptized in the presence of the Pyeng Yang church and went on his

way rejoicing.

The little band of Christians in this town seem very steadfast and have certainly been a
beacon light in the darkness of that region. The work at Sak Ju is the result of

the teaching of two men who attended the last Training Class held in Eui Ju 18 months ago.
One of these, a doctor named Paik, became most deeply interested, seemed sincerely

repentant of sin and desirous of serving Christ. He went back to his home and his work, full of

joy and evidently intent on making the good news known. Ever since, I have been hearing of

his active labors. Services have been held at his house every Sunday and Mr. Yang, who has
more recently visited them and given them better instruction says there are over a hundred men
in different villages who are interested and he has given me the names of 35 whom he believes

to be thoroughly sincere in their profession of repentance and faith, with a knowledge of which
is the real import of Christianity. These men are not enrolled as catechumens tho they are

under instruction and so far as their knowledge goes seem to be seeking to serve and worship
God.

Paik the doctor has this summer gained the gratitude of the whole city of Sak Ju and of

those in the neighborhood. During the cholera every physician in the neighborhood fled - he
alone remaining. With faith in God he determined to stay and do what he could to relieve the

suffering. Night and day he was incessantly at work with every means of saving the lives of not

a few. When the cholera was over his services were recognized by a grateful community who
called attention to the fact that he alone remained with them and not only administered

medicines but prayed with them and sought to comfort them and care for them. A generous

subscription was taken up for him. He is a man of wide acquaintance, as a physician travels a

great deal and wherever he has gone he has spread the news of the gospel of Christ. It is with

peculiar pleasure that I look forward to re-visiting Sak Ju, the only place in all Korea which I felt

that I came seriously near being mobbed. Three years ago when, as the first foreigner who had
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ever been seen there, I entered the city, I was met by an old woman who scowled upon me and
shook her fists as tho terribly enraged by my appearance. All day Sunday as I talked to them of
Christ a sullen, angry mob gathered about the inn, my boy over-hearing the various propositions
which were made to seize and beat me.

With Paik the doctor at my back I anticipate a very different welcome and shall hope to
find among those now interested some who heard the truth for the first time on that Sunday
which I passed in Sak Ju.

Mr. Yang's visits to these people have been gladly welcomed, as he has sought to

instruct them and direct them in their worship. He has also several times visited a large market
town in the Eui Ju district where he has sold many books and where at last report there is one
man who seems deeply interested in the truth. He is hoping through this man to develop a
greater interest leading to the establishment of permanent work there.

Mr. Yang is a tried man who has shown himself worthy of confidence and seems
sincerely in earnest in seeking to win souls. He will attend the Training Class in Pyeng Yang,
bringing with him Paik the doctor, two Christian teachers in boys’ schools and another man from
Kou Syeng. One of the Christian teachers uses Christian text books, has his boys sing hymns,
and on Sunday conducts a service for worship, the parents of some of the boys attending. Dr.

Wells and I plan to visit these places on our way to Eui Ju in the Spring.

Report on Evangelism

Work at Eui Ju

1 895 Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #58)



Seoul, Korea October, 1895 Horace G. Underwood

Evangelistic Report to the Brethren and Sisters of the Mission

Another year rolls round and we stop to take breath, look at the road traversed and
make new plans for the future.

Again, as always, we have to report progress. It is not our work but God's and 'tis

indeed a marvel to us how wonderfully he blesses the feeble efforts we put forth. During

the part of a year that has passed the work has been varied by two trips to Chang Yun,
on both of which stops were made and work was carried on in many towns and villages.

When Dr. Wells was with me a large quantity of medicines were dispensed and all the sick

who came were directed to the great Physician of the soul. A stop at Song Do of a day

showed the possibilities of work at this, the commercial centre of the whole land. In the

morning a large crowd gathered and after listening attentively to the Gospel for over an

hour quickly purchased tracts to the tune of over 10,000 cash. The Christians who are

there soon hunted us up with enquirers, and then the still small hours of the night wore

away. We were much impressed with the possibilities of the place as a centre from which

influences would reach far and wide and plan during the coming year for more than one

visit to this city.

Haiju of Whang Hai Do, also gave us a good reception and the influence of Mr.

Miller's previous visit was seen in extended sales of books, not a few stating that they

knew these books were good for they had bought some when Min Hyo Sa (Mr. F.S.

Miller) had been round. All the way to Chang Yun we stopped as often as circumstances

would permit to see the sick and preach the Gospel.

Arriving at Sorai in Chang Yun, one of the first things that struck us was the new

church. Right on the site where but a little while ago the village deities had been

worshiped in a beautiful little grove was the first Christian Church built entirely without

foreign aid by the Koreans themselves. The work of Mr. McKenzie and the life that he led

in this village has left its indellible mark upon the place and the surrounding country. We
know not why he was removed. We cannot understand how a man of his character and

purpose could be spared. He who "doeth all things well" took him home to himself. This

church is left as his work. It was his plan that no foreign funds should be used in its

construction. He desired himself the privilege of giving. He told the people what they

ought to do. One gave all the wood except the twelve main stanchions, which were

given by another. Others gave rice. Many gave labor. One poor widow who had

nothing, although a Korean lady, walked to the seaside, and up to her knees in mud, dug

clams and sold them and gave all the proceeds to help in the Lord's House. Every Sunday

this same woman walks 40-odd li (13 English miles) to church and when I was there she

had not missed a Sunday rain or shine since her conversion almost a year before. This

work has not gone on unhindered. Persecutions have not been wanting. During the Tong

Hak disturbance many were the threats by the Tong Hak leaders of death to the Christians

and to their foreign teacher, but in the strength of God they trusted and God so honored

their faith that though on three different occasions the day was set for the razing of the

village and the death of their foreign teacher, not once did they get there - - and strangest

of all, if we have a right to call God's doings strange, this village of all the villages for
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miles and miles around was the only one that did not suffer from the Tong Hak

depredations. God seemed to cause a fear and awe to fall on all who would oppose their

simple childlike faith in Him.

When but a few funds were in, they commenced work on the new church, a poor

widow having given the site. Slowly they pushed forward the work. At first it was to be

only a straw thatched house, then funds came in and they decided to make it with a slate

roof. But more funds came in and now a nice substantial tiled house is their church home

where they meet from time to time to worship the one true and only God. It is all their

own work built through sacrifice and self-denial to show their love to their Heavenly

Father for the gift of his Son Jesus Christ.

For some time past a good work had been going on among this people. Mr. Saw

Kyung-Jo, their leader, positively refused to accept a salary from Mr. McKenzie, either as

a teacher or Christian worker for fear the people would think he was a Christian for what

he was getting. Mr. McKenzie had been carefully instructing the people in Bible truth and

had asked me to come down and with him catechize and baptize a number of applicants.

Those whom he thought ready were not more than about one-half of those who desired

baptism, but he wished to go slowly. Those of whom he had spoken were examined in

the presence of Dr. Wells, and the three leading Christians there and 9 women and 10

men were baptized. While I was there the Comm union also was administered. While

there, too, we also had the privilege of dedicating the church, organizing a Sunday School

and putting this work on such a basis that with two or three visits by foreigners a year,

the natives can carry on the work.

On the way up from Chang Yun by boat, a fine opportunity was offered for work

among the fishing and other villages at which we stopped. Here a few books were sold

and first seeds sown. In Seoul the year has seen the steadily increasing attendance at all

our services. The dividing up into congregations has been good

[the remainder of this letter is very difficult to read from the microfilm]

(from microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven, 1895 Annual Meeting reports)



Seoul, Korea Oct. 1895 Graham Lee

Report of work jn Northern Korea ; Whang Hai Province

In the northern part of Whang Hai Do has grown a most interesting work. This is

not in our special province, but as it was through the seed sown by Mr. Moffett that the

work started and as the district is tributary to Pyeng Yang we concluded it would naturally

fall to us to look after this. As the facts in regard to the beginning of this work were

mentioned in the August number of The Church at Home and Abroad, pardon me if I

repeat part of what was there written. In December of 1893 a man came up to Pyeng

Yang from the magistracy of Chai Ryong. Happening into our place inside the East Gate

where Mr. Moffett was then staying, the Gospel was preached to him and he immediately

became greatly interested, so much so, in fact, that he remained in Pyeng Yang a month

studying all the time. After this he returned to his home and again during the latter part of

January he came back to Pyeng Yang, remaining this time about a week. It was during

this stay that he was received publicly as a catechumen. This man's name is Mr. Han.

During the following May came the persecution in Pyeng Yang. The church was scattered

and one of the members, taking with him some books, went down to the village where

Mr. Han lives. He remained about a week, talking to people all the time and then returned

to Pyeng Yang. This man's name was Mr. Ee. Owing to the preaching of these two men

a few people became interested and sent up word to Pyeng Yang asking Mr. Moffett to

come down and teach them more. Accordingly, about the last of June, Mr. Moffett did

make a short trip down there, remaining three days. He met and preached to many people

and found a few who seemed really interested. After the battle Mr. Ee fled from Pyeng

Yang with his family and took refuge with these people at Chai Ryong. They gave him a

warm welcome, furnished him with a room and for nine months furnished him and his

family what they needed for their support and he, in return, gave his time to teaching

them what he knew of the Gospel. Mr. Ee's work is done and he has gone to his reward.

During the cholera [epidemic] he went up to Pyeng Yang on business and evidently took

the disease there, for in two days after reaching his home he was stricken down and died.

Soon after, his wife fell a victim to the same disease, and after her, one of the daughters.

It was sad indeed but though so sad we rejoiced in the faith that this man showed as he

went out to meet his God. In speaking of his death his mother-in-law gave this interesting

testimony. "I never saw a person die as this one died." He said, "I am going to be with

Jesus, and died so peacefully." Before he died it had been raining hard but just after he

had passed away the clouds broke and the sun shone out bright and clear, almost as if it

were a sign of his passing from the darkness of earth to the glory of heaven. He has gone

to his reward where we hope to meet him some day.

During the latter part of last February Mr. Moffett and I made a trip down into the

district, remaining about a week. We were greatly rejoiced at what we found, for the

work had grown far beyond what we had dared to expect. We had some exceedingly

interesting meetings and were given the names of 29 men who wished to be received as

catechumens. On this trip we were only able to visit the village Shin An Po in the Chai

Ryong magistracy. We had a most urgent invitation to go over to a village called Tai Tong

in the An Ak magistracy but were unable to do so on this trip.

Again in June, Mr. Moffett made a visit down into this district, visiting Shin An Po
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and Tai Tong. On this trip he received 9 catechumens and learned of another group of

inquirers from another village called Sun Mi, who came over and met him at Tai Tong. In

this district then, we have three sub-stations, one at Shin An Po, one at Tai Tong and one

at Sun Mi. There are no baptized men here at present but there are some that ought to be

baptized and three men we hope to receive on our first trip down there which we intend

to take soon after reaching Pyeng Yang. In this district we have received this year 38

catechumens and we hear that there are many more who are waiting to be received as

soon as we come down. These people are poor but they are hard working and are willing

to give of what means they have. This year they have subscribed 6000 cash (about

$ 1 2 00
silver) toward a church building - and beside this, they furnished the support of Mr.

Ee for nine months and this as nearly as we can estimate it will amount to about 13,500

cash or about $27 00
silver. This work is growing rapidly and it has been committed to

my care by the station. I need a helper very much and would ask at this time that one be

granted me.

There is other work that has been begun in this province which we have as yet

been unable to investigate. There is a man living in one of the vacant houses on our

property who used to be a school teacher. But at present is supporting himself by making

shoes. He is a man of weight among the Koreans and one whom they respect. He didn t

accept the gospel until he was sure it was what he wanted and then he accepted it with

all his heart and from all we know of him is a most earnest Christian. During the cholera

he took some medicines and books and made a trip down into the Whang Hai province but

into a district we had not visited. Here he sold his books and medicines and preached the

gospel. From his account there are now a number of men in this district who wish to be

received as catechumens whose names he has given us. These names of course are not

on our catechumen list. This is the kind of work the Pyeng Yang Christians are doing.

They have gotten the idea that they must preach this gospel to their fellow Koreans and

they are doing it and they are doing it for the love of the work and for Christ s sake and

not because they hope to gain something from the foreigner by so doing.

The Spirit is working mightily throughout this district. The Lord help us that we

may follow his leading and reap this fast-ripening grain.

Respectfully submitted,

Graham Lee

(from microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven, 1895 Annual Meeting reports)



Seoul, Korea October, 1 895 Graham Lee

General Report of Work in Pyeng An [Province]

About the middle of last January directly after the Annual Meeting, Mr. Moffett and
I accompanied by Mr. Tate of the Southern Presbyterian Mission left for Pyengyang. We
arrived in safety and went immediately to the house outside the West Gate, which we had

purchased on our last trip and here we established ourselves for the winter.

Pyeng Yang had been depopulated by the battle, our church members had been

scattered and to human eyes at first the outlook for our work was dismal enough. But

poor human vision is sadly inadequate to take in God's work as we soon found to our

great joy. Our Pyeng Yang church had been scattered, it is true, but scattered to some
purpose, for wherever these poor weak Christians fled they took with them the knowledge

of the Saviour they had learned about and preached Him to those with whom they came
in contact.

We first established ourselves as comfortably as possible in our new property and

then began the gathering up of our scattered work. Two services were held each Sunday,

one at the house outside the wall and the other at the church inside the East Gate. Also

we had a prayer meeting every Wednesday evening. From the first these services were

well attended and much interest was shown by many inquirers. People began to come in

from the neighboring villages, asking eagerly about this "Jesus Doctrine" and asking with

a desire to know. We were much encouraged by the evidences we saw of how the truth

was taking hold on the hearts of many. In this trip one man was baptized and quite a

number were received as catechumens. Before starting for Seoul in the spring we made a

short trip down into the Whang Hai province and there found a most interesting and

encouraging work of grace. For an account of this work see Mr. Lee's report of work in

Whang Hai [province].

Shortly after our return to Pyeng Yang we returned to Seoul, reaching here about

April 1
st

. While in Seoul we were asked to make the negotiation for the new Girls' School

property at Yun Mot Kol, which was done and the property bought. About May 1
st Mr.

Moffett returned to Pyeng Yang, while I remained in Seoul at the request of the Seoul

Station and gave my attention to overseeing the alterations and repairs on the new

building purchased for the Girls' School and Mr. Gifford's residence.

While we were in Seoul this time the work in Pyeng An province still went on and

it was while we were here that the first church in Korea ever bought or built entirely with

Korean money was bought by the Korean Christians at Syoun An. This place is 50 li

[about 1 6% miles] north of Pyeng Yang and here has grown up an earnest group of

Christians. Mr. Moffett returned to Pyeng Yang remaining until about July 1
st

. During this

time he made three trips into the surrounding country visiting villages in seven different

magistracies in some of which work is started. He baptized eight men and received a

large number of catechumens. Also during his stay this time, Mr. Moffett purchased with

private funds some more land and two small tiled houses which add greatly to the value

of the property. This was adjoining our building site outside the wall. Beside the wall

adjoining the church property more land and buildings were bought which gives us right in
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ar ° 1 e Clty a most valuable piece of property, large enough to be used for a

c urc sc ool, dispensary and manse. All this last purchased property, let me say, was
excee ingly cheap on account of the war and is worth many times the price paid for it. Itwas while Mr. Moffett was still in Pyeng Yang on this trip that J. Hunter Wells, the new
physician appointed for Pyeng Yang, arrived upon the field. The physician so long prayed
for, hoped for, looked for, had at last come and our hearts were filled with joy and
thanksgiving to God for His answer to our prayers.

Mr. Moffett, hearing of the rapid spread of the cholera and knowing it must soon
reach Pyeng Yang, left for Seoul about July I

s
* to seek a well-earned and much needed

rest. It was a few days after Mr. Moffett left [that] the cholera reached the city and soon
poor Pyeng Yang was passing through her second terrible ordeal, that of pestilence. The
year before it had been war with all the terrors, and this year it was cholera with all the
accompanying horrors. Hundreds died, many fled and poor Pyeng Yang was again nearly
depopulated. Is it not time for us to pray, "0 Lord, is it not enough? Wicked though she
be, has not Pyeng Yang suffered enough? Let us pray that the coming year may be one
of peace and quiet.

After the cholera had abated the middle of September, Mr. Moffett, Dr. Wells and I

again left for Pyeng Yang to make the third trip of the year. Most everything was found
to be in splendid condition and the work was growing nicely. We remained nearly two
weeks and a most happy time it was. From far and near many people came to see us -

people who were most earnestly seeking the light. In Pyeng Yang this time we baptized
seven men and received a large number as catechumens. Just before leaving for Seoul
we made a trip to Syoun An, the place 50 li to the north, spoken of above. In the
afternoon we were there six candidates were examined for baptism and five admitted. In

the evening these five were baptized and a large number of others received as
catechumens. We had a precious time and our hearts were made most happy by the
outlook.

Before leaving for Seoul this time we let a small contract for repairing the tile house
on our residence site so that it can be made habitable this winter. Just when I will be able

to move my family to Pyeng Yang no one can tell. Who knows what a day will bring forth

in this country of sudden changes? We wish to build a house for a residence just as soon
as circumstances will permit, and on this account we ask for an appropriation this year of

$2500 gold so that we may be able to begin operations as soon as the way seems clear.

We wish also to renew this year the request for the single man asked for last year and we
ask most earnestly that this request be put first on the list of new missionaries asked. We
trust that our records will now show how much needed this now is and that our request

will be justified. We also ask for a single lady missionary to be appointed for Pyeng Yang.

There are many open houses into which such a worker will find a warm welcome and

many poor women are anxiously awaiting her coming. The work is crowding us and

crowding us beyond our power to look after it properly. Shall we not be given these new
workers so that we may press into these fast opening doors?

Our hearts are full of joy and thanksgiving at the way the work is developing in

Pyeng An province and we ask you dear fellow workers to rejoice with us. To the Lord be
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a the praise. It is His doing and it is wonderful in our eyes. This year we have baptized
21 men and received 180 as catechumens. It has given us great joy to see the seed
taking root and springing up here and there all over this province. But what has given us
as much joy as anything is to see the way the Christians have grown in grace and a
knowledge of the Lord. The severe trials of war and pestilence have tended to make them
only stronger and better Christians. And why? Because they really had faith in God.
Illustrating this, let me show how one man has grown. He is a Mr. Oh [?], and is now in

charge of our property outside the wall and has been in charge ever since the property
was purchased. He used to be a very bad man - in fact, was a sorcerer. Since his
conversion he has steadily grown in grace and is now a most earnest Christian and
preacher of the gospel. During the cholera he remained at his post though hundreds of
people were fleeing from the city. He not only remained but he went about caring for the
sick and giving them what aid was in his power. Let one example of his work suffice.
When the cholera reached Pyeng Yang it was the policy of the Japanese to have Koreans
sick with the disease packed outside the city wall on collie's backs and cruelly thrown by
the roadside and there left without shelter, food or attention, to live or die as the case
might be. And these are the people who erect monuments of wood and stone telling in

high-sounding phrases of how they came to the help of a poor weak country in her hour
of need. One such case of inhuman treatment came to the attention of our helper. His

heart went out in Christian sympathy and it was not long until he had a Korean chair and
friends to help and had placed the man in an empty room on our property. Here he
watched over him, nursed and tended him and thanks to his efforts the man got well.

This is what the Gospel is doing for these people. It makes them men, but it makes them
more than men. It makes them Christian men. The Lord be praised for His wonderful
works among the people of Pyeng Yang.

Respectfully submitted,

Graham Lee

(from Presbyterian Historical Society microfilm reel #180, Vol. eleven, Annual meeting

report)



Oct. 1895 Samuel A. Moffett

Salaries of Korea Mission:

I have for a long time thought that the salaries in our Mission here were higher

than necessary and have frankly and freely said so. Heretofore I have refrained from
saying what I thought is sufficient salary for a married man, but feeling that a single man
is competent to hold an opinion on this as on any other business question, I wish this

year to state what my view is as to all the salaries.

If the Southern Presbyterian missionaries can live on a salary of $1,000. 00 gold

[per year] and the Methodist missionaries on from $950. 00
to $1 ,200.

00 gold (exclusive of

some extras), our salary of $1,350.°° gold is excessive. I have for some time thought

that $1 ,200. 00 gold would be the proper amount for salary of a married man, but should

like to see it placed at $1,250. 00
until such time as the Mission might think it advisable to

again raise the question.

The salary of a single lady now placed at $675. 00
[a year] gold does not seem to

be excessive. The former salary of $800.°° was without doubt unnecessarily high. I

should be loth to see the salary made less than $650.°° gold, even tho the ladies

themselves may be willing to receive less.

The salary of a single gentleman was placed at $850. 00 gold although when I was

the only single gentleman in the Mission I suggested $800. 00 as a sufficient amount. I

still believe $800. 00 gold to be sufficient and in my judgment the proper amount -

although I shall be perfectly willing to accept $750. 00 should the Board think that

sufficient. To provide less than the latter amount would in my judgment be a detriment

to the work.

I can see no reasons for making a distinction between different stations. There

are advantages and disadvantages peculiar to each. Transportation to the interior is

very expensive but this is offset by the fact that many calls for money met by those in

the ports are not met by those in the interior.

Trusting that this may throw one more side light and help towards a just decision

on the part of the Board.

Very sincerely,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #59)



Pyeng Yang Station S.A. MoffettOctober, 1895

Evangelistic Work in Pyeng Yang and Vicinity

...
^

'

s our very great pleasure to report that the work in Pyeng Yang has passed the
initiatory stage and has become an established work, a church beginning to develop, to
expand and to make itself felt as a factor in the life of the city and the surrounding
country.

We are also able to report that in several places in which mention of a beginning
of work was made in our last report, there are now either small churches established or
groups of catechumens meeting regularly every Sunday for worship and study.

The Lord has blessed us even beyond our expectations and it is truly with glad
and thankful hearts that we lay before you this account of the progress and present
condition of the work.

Certain phases in this progress make us particularly grateful and hopeful,
confident that with these the church is being established on strong foundations,
assuring us that it is becoming a self propagating, self supporting church.

The first of these is the earnest and faithful evangelistic work carried on by the
members and catechumens. These men have been doing the work and we have been
receiving the calls to follow up their work, establish it, direct it, and organize it; calls so
numerous that we have not been able to attend to all of them. More than a score of

men have taken books and visited other cities and villages, preached Christ, gathered
groups of inquirers, started them to assembling on the Sabbath, and instructed them as
far as they could do so. From these villages one and another has come in, sought us
out, listened to the truth and gone back more interested and more determined to forsake
sin and serve Christ. From these villages the calls received are growing so numerous
that we must ask for help in looking after this growing work. Another hopeful phase of

the work is the interest the Christians are taking in providing for themselves places for

worship and their willingness to contribute towards the running expenses of the church.

We have been especially desirous of building up a native church with only so
much use of foreign money as seemed to be a judicious helping of native effort, and we
have sought to start the work in any place on the principle that the natives must
themselves first do all that they can, we to come to their help.

We are planning to have the natives, just in proportion to their ability, bear a part

of the expense in all work undertaken, and as their ability grows we expect them to bear

a greater and greater share of the financial burdens.

Our report shows a most gratifying result, and not only have they surpassed our

expectations but the interest shown in co-operating with us in these plans has been

especially gratifying. I can best present the condition of the work in detail by reporting
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separately on the Churches and their sub-stations.

In Pyeng Yang city we have the

East Gate Church :

This occupies the building which was formerly used by me as a residence or
rather quarters

,
while the room formerly used as the Church has become the "sarang".

We consider this [East Gate Church] the church - Here every Sunday afternoon
the church service is held, here catechumens are received, the sacraments
administered, and the benevolent offerings are made. Here also every night a number
of the members gather for prayer and Bible study under direction of Mr. Han.
Wednesday night the regular church prayer meeting is held. In the sarang books are on
sale and this room is open at all times to members or others. The expense of the
sarang was until this year borne by the mission or met from private funds, then it was
provided for by an arrangement with the book-seller by which he also sold quinine and
met the expense. This latter arrangement has not proved satisfactory and now the
expense is borne by the native church. A marked distinction is made between the use
of the sarang and the church. A placard is posted which calls attention to the fact that

the church room is open every day for any who may wish to enter it for prayer,

meditation, scripture reading or study, while the sarang is open not only for religious but

also for social or secular conversation, something after the order of the public room in a
Y.M.C.A. at home.

Every Sunday morning all the members of the church are expected to attend the

service which is held at our residence outside the city wall, but as yet we have not

looked upon this as a church. The rooms have already proven far too small and our

plan is to arrange for separate assemblies Sunday morning, one at the church, one at

our residence, a mile apart, making two congregations who shall spend the morning
hour in Bible study something after the manner of a Sunday School. These two
congregations will then unite in the afternoon in the regular service for worship held at

the church. In time as the morning congregations become too large for the quarters

provided, or as groups for Bible study may be formed in other sections, we shall again

divide them, arranging for the gathering of little groups all over the city and the

surrounding country, all however to unite in the one Central Church in the afternoon

service, until such time as it may seem wise to establish a second church which the

natives themselves shall provide. This plan we believe helps much to develop the esprit

de corps of the church and provides for much more thorough instruction of the converts

and catechumens while it also systematizes and unifies our work.

Almost every Sunday that we were in the city we received on public profession of

their faith a number of men as catechumens. Many of these were from the city, some
from near our residence outside, many from villages far and near, some from places as
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The rooms now used for the church service are far too small for the congregation
- so that we purpose upon our return to throw the porch into the room, to floor what isnow the kitchen thus joining the two wings of the building so as to place the pulpit at
their junction, allowing the preacher to face the men gathered in one part and the
women gathered in the other. Thus enlarged the place will probably hold 250 people.

This will also enable us to develop work amongst the women, there already being
a dozen or more Christian women who have not yet had services arranged for them As
the building is Board property, we have thought it best not to use native funds in this
alteration, but since we thus provide for the Pyeng Yang church we expect it to
undertake to raise funds for other work and we hope to have them provide partial
support either for a colporteur or a helper who shall itinerate. Aside from this place -

evangelistic work is carried on daily at the sarang in connection with our residence
Here a large number of books have been sold and hundreds perhaps thousands of
inquirers have been met and talked with. Service of prayer and praise is conducted
every night by my teacher who is a most earnest teacher of the truth and a zealous
worker for the extension of the church.

The year has brought to us one great sorrow in that one of the members fell into
grievous sin and brought reproach upon the name of Christ. Called before the session
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he made full confession, seemed sincerely repentant and promised entire restitution.
Severe punishment was meted out to him, he being required to make public confession
of sin with plea for pardon, to surrender his position as temporary deacon and to be
suspended from the church until clear evidence of the sincerity of his repentance should
appear, and he had made entire restitution for the wrong done. The salutary influence
of this discipline was marked. The church has been made to know that a fall into sin will

not be overlooked nor lightly considered, while the brother disciplined has been
reclaimed.

The policy which we have adopted with reference to the public reception of
catechumens is constantly giving us greater satisfaction and has we believe a very
great influence for good upon all our work.

While we are quite free as to the reception of catechumens we have been
exceedingly careful and cautious about receiving these catechumens into the church
and baptizing them, nor is it our idea that catechumens shall not be kept in that position

longer than 6 months - even a year or two years - when although they continue to

advance yet their progress is not sufficient to warrant admission to the church.

In connection with the Pyeng Yang church there are now enrolled 20 baptized
members and 82 catechumens. One member has died and one has been disciplined.

In addition to this there are two sub-stations where groups of men are meeting regularly

for Sabbath services. One of these is in the district of Syun An in Whang Hai province

just across the river from the province of Pyeng An. The village is the place to which
our helper Han and one of our most earnest Christians moved their families at the time

of the war. There they witnessed of Christ and aroused an interest in the hearts of quite

a number. Mr. Tate visited them in the winter and Mr. Han has spent one Sunday a

month with them and his family during the year. In June I visited the village, preaching

in other places on the way, and stayed with them two days. At the service on Sunday 8

men were received as catechumens and we trust that the influence of the little band in

the mountains will be felt far and near in that region.

The other sub-station is at Han Chen, a large town of several thousand people

80 li from Pyeng Yang, where one of our catechumens, a Mr. Song, has business

interests. For over a year he has been sowing the seed there and has from time to time

distributed a number of books. At first he met only with opposition, and although he

continued to exhort them, I remember well his telling me less than a year ago that none

of them would listen but they rather ridiculed him for becoming a Christian. His

persistent witness bearing however began to tell so that last spring an inquirer came up

from there and sought us. In the summer I received a letter from a man in the town,

one with whom I had talked 5 years ago upon my first visit to Pyeng Yang. From this

letter and from Mr. Song I learned that there had developed a very eager spirit of inquiry

and I was urged to make them a visit. This being impossible at the time, I sent a

message promising a visit in the future and urging them to meet regularly on the

Sabbath to study the word of God and to worship Him in so far as they knew the truth.
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is fall when Mr. Lee, Dr. Wells and I were in Pyeng Yang, Mr. Song again came

nnging letters telling of increased interest and of the effect which the appearance of
cholera had had upon the community, and of the desire of the people to receive
instruction. They also wrote of plans for the erection of a building to be used for church
purposes. Much to our regret we could not visit them, as the work in Pyeng Yang and
Syoun An being even more urgent required all our time. We again wrote to them
encouraging them and a few days afterwards 5 of the more earnest ones came in the
distance of 27 miles to meet us and to be enrolled as catechumens. I had several talks
with them, had every reason to be impressed with their sincerity and so on the following
Sunday at the church service these five men were publicly enrolled as catechumens.
They returned to their homes and with some 15 or so others are meeting for worship
and study.

From still two other towns, one of 5000 people, catechumens were enrolled at
the same service. These places we hope to visit and trust we shall soon have a work
under way in them. One of these towns is the home of one of the boys in Mr. Miller's

school and his return home has aroused new and greater interest. Our hands are more
than full and while doing all we can to oversee and direct this work and to set the
Christians to work, yet we feel the need of another helper in connection with the Pyeng
Yang substation, and we are planning to have the native church provide partial support
for such a man.

This year we report another temporarily organized church known as the

Syoun An Church - This is at a village known as Sa Chon, 5 li from the magistracy of

Syoun An. Since the report made last year the work then begun has taken on the form
of an established institution with its own church building, bearing all its incidental

expenses and preaching through its members and catechumens to the whole
surrounding country. At last report there were a number of catechumens only. Since
then in May, 7 men were baptized, more catechumens received, a leader appointed and
one of their number elected a deacon. They had in the spring succeeded in raising

5300 cash towards purchasing a good tiled house, which because of its well known
character as a haunted house was offered to them at a merely nominal sum. As they

were no longer afraid of evil spirits they planned to secure this house. Mr. Han, our

helper who spends one Sunday a month with this church and Mr. Choi, the most
prosperous member of the Pyeng Yang Church, who from the start had been greatly

interested in the Syoun An work, laid the case before the Christians at Pyeng Yang. A
subscription was taken up and a small sum from the church collections added, so that

the 5300 cash raised at Syoun An was supplemented by 6700 cash received from the

Pyeng Yang church. With this 12000 cash, or $24.00 silver, this haunted house

ordinarily worth at least $100.00, was purchased the first week in April, and the Syoun
An Church took joyful possession, being the first group of believers in Korea to have

secured without any foreign help a house for worship.

From this village the word has gone forth and the example has been set, so that

in every village where groups of believers are being formed, plans are immediately set
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on toot for the collection of funds for the purchase or erection of a church building. In
eptember when Mr. Lee, Dr. Wells and I visited them, we baptized 5 more men and

enrolled other catechumens from the people of the village. On the same visit we
learned of the faithful labors and witness bearing of this little band of Christians.

Two miles away is the magistracy. From here on Sundays several men had
been attracted to the church service. Interest was aroused. Soon a room was offered
for service in the city, members of the church went over, held service with them, copied
the hymns, took scriptures and tracts and established regular Sunday services. We
visited this place and when we baptized men and received catechumens in the village
church, there came from the city also a number who wished to be received as
catechumens. The city of Syoun An has thus become another sub-station with regular
Sabbath services, having 8 catechumens enrolled.

Into still another village 50 li away one of the Christians, Mr. Kim, removed with
his family. He frequently comes that distance to the church, but has so interested the
people of his own village, that they too have heard with joyful hearts the truth of
salvation, have turned to Christ and are seeking instruction. They meet every Sunday
with the Christian as their teacher and already they have purchased and prepared the
timbers for a church building, while of the 12 or 15 who are deeply interested, 8 have
been enrolled as catechumens, so that we add the name of Svoun An Cha Chak to the
list of sub-stations. Villages in the magistracies of Yung Yon, Suk Chun and Eun San
are calling for visits of instruction. Our helper Mr. Han with Mr. Hong of the Syoun An
Church made one trip through this region distributing tracts and as a result there are
several fields only awaiting cultivation to furnish an immediate harvest.

The Syoun An Church now numbers 12 baptized members and 31 catechumens.
It has raised beside the 5300 cash for the church building the sum of 4664 cash (over

$9.00) for current expenses. Under it are the two sub-stations Syoun An City and Cha
Chak, each with 8 catechumens. How are we to oversee this work? The Pyeng Yang
station, with the Mission, hold conservative views as to the employment of native agents
with foreign funds and has so far had but one man employed as a helper in all the

region around Pyeng Yang. The work however has already grown so that we cannot
properly oversee and direct it with only one helper. It is our plan to get the Syoun An
Church with its sub-stations to provide partial support for another helper who shall

spend 3 Sundays in the month with these three congregations giving the rest of his time

to villages in the other magistracies named above.

Our one helper, Mr. Han, is established upon a circuit. He receives a salary of

5000 cash per month with 100 cash per day for traveling expenses each day he is

itinerating. He gives two Sundays of each month to the Pyeng Yang Church, one to the

Syoun An Church, and one is spent with the substation at Syoun An in Whang Hai

where his family resides. Deeply interested in the progress of the work, an earnest

preacher and teacher of the truth, in season and out of season, as he grows in years

and in knowledge of spiritual things, he is becoming more and more a valuable
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The first of October finds the Pyeng Yang station enrolling 73 baptized
communicants, 21 of whom were received this year, and 195 catechumens, the
enrollment of 4 informally organized churches and 7 sub-stations. These report
contributions for all purposes amounting to 45922 cash plus 13500 cash, the estimated
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6 9 m0nth support of a native teacher, which gives a total of 59422 cash or
*120.00 silver. For this we offer praise and thanksgiving to Him by whose Spirit the
work has been wrought and we enter upon the new year with renewed faith and
courage, knowing that "the gospel is the power of God unto salvation to every one that
believeth."

Pyeng Yang Station

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea
Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #60)



Samuel A. Moffett Oct 1895 (Rec’d Jan. 13, 1896)

Report of Special Bible Committee

This report will be a very brief one but nevertheless it shows greater progress
than has any previous report. The Committee has been able to place in the hands of
the Missionary Community the first-fruits of the labors of the translators. This consists
of a small edition of the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and John and the Acts of the
Apostles. These in limited numbers can now be obtained for use among Christians and
catechumens.

The Committee requests criticisms upon these translations in the hope that this

will help in perfecting them when another edition is ordered.

The Gospel of Luke is now in the press and we have made request to the Board
of Translators for the other books of the New Testament. As yet we have not received
an answer to this request. The price of the books has been placed at five cents per
copy although this may subsequently be reduced as the Bible Societies seem to think it

excessive. At the last meeting of the Committee it was thought advisable to add
another member to the Board of Translators, Mr. Trollope's long continued absence
having practically left but four members on the Board. Rev. W.D. Reynolds was
unanimously elected, the Board of Translators otherwise continuing as last year with Dr.

Underwood as their Chairman.

The Officers of the Permanent Executive Committee for the following year are:

Chairman Rev. D. A. Bunker

Secretary Rev. W. D. Reynolds

Treasurer A. D. Drew, M.D.

Respectfully submitted.

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea

Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #61)



Seoul, Korea

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

October 23, 1895 Cadwalader.C. Vinton

Our Annual Meeting is in session and has about half finished its business. I have
nevertheless an hour to spare this rainy afternoon and wish to utilize it in writing you an outline
or recent important political events, as I have previously done. Upon Tuesday morning, the 8th

uctober, as the press dispatches have no doubt informed newspaper readers, the Queen of
Korea was assassinated by the Japanese. Five days earlier I had arrived from an itinerating
rip to the south. That evening the police and soldiery (Japanese drilled) were fighting in the
streets, and I learned that they had done so several times recently. A number of men were
killed and a few nights later the soldiers burned the police stations on the principal street. The
night of the seventh of October detachments of these soldiers were stationed outside several of
the palace gates and a Japanese company outside one, but it was supposed to have reference
to the late riots. During that night a crowd of Korean soldiers and Japanese civilians went to
the palace, three miles outside the city, where the Tai Won Kun was staying and forced him to
accompany them to the main palace gate. I am told they had long tried to persuade him to this,
but he had previously refused. They reached the palace about daylight and were soon joined
by a force of Japanese troops. Here they found their superior officer, Col. Hong, who refused
to obey the Tai Won Kun’s order to break in the palace gate, but who commanded them to
disperse. Him they killed with five shots. Forcing the palace, they met no resistance from the
cowardly guard, and had soon surrounded the royal apartments. Many of the Koreans were
greatly excited, and, firing wildly about, killed or wounded one another. Japanese only, mostly
un-uniformed, entered the Queen’s compound. The King last saw her followed by two
Japanese with drawn swords and one with a dagger. He was separated by a rabble from her.
Four women are thought to have been killed in all, but their bodies are not in evidence. Some
think the Queen escaped as she has three times before, but Dr. Allen is perfectly satisfied of
her death. Since then the King has been in duress; the Tai Won Kun has the seal, and is

forced to govern as the Japanese and the pro-Japanese Koreans command. The King’s
constant attendant is Gen. Dye, who has perhaps saved his life. By his majesty's request, Dr.
Allen has asked that two foreigners sleep, or rather watch, with Gen. Dye each night. Japan
has sent a commissioner to investigate, and it is said will court martial all the commanders of
the Japanese troops here, but it will be hard to regain the prestige she has had in Korea.
Russia is urging England and the United States to a joint protectorate of Korea, for which many
of us earnestly hope. The city is quiet once more, but American, English, and Russian guards
are again at the legations. I have omitted details, but this will indicate to you how to discount
the newspaper accounts. The Japanese post-office [officials] are opening our letters, but I

expect to send this and all the annual meeting documents through the Chinese customs,
though at increased expense.

Very sincerely yours,

C.C. Vinton

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea
Correspondence, microfilm reel #178, Vol. 5, letter #11 2)



Seoul, Korea
Samuel A. Moffett

Probably written late Oct. or early Nov., 1895

To the editor, Madison [Indiana] Courier.
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During our meetings occurred the murder of the Queen [on Oct. 8th], with all of the
political excitement involved. It was a most cowardly act, and while we all know that theUueen was anything but an angel, our sense of justice was so shocked that it threw a gloom
over the entire foreign community.

The King and his one faithful guard, old General W.M. Dye, were in danger of their
lives, also, and the King asked Dr. Allen if he could not have a few of the foreigners come into
the palace that there might be someone near him in whom he could place confidence. So we
missionaries all volunteered, and since then have been taking turns in the palace every night
This enables old Gen. Dye to get his sleep, and while of course the presence of one or two
foreigners is no real protection, the moral effect has been very great and doubtless has
helped to avoid more serious difficulties.

Poor Korea! Once more there seems nothing but darkness, gloom and
disappointment before her.

The King, his people and many others have all been hoping that England and America
would come to the rescue and undertake to superintend the reform of Korea, but it seems
that neither can be relied upon to do anything but give advice. Neither is ready to do
anything which might bring on a collision with another power.

Russia and Japan are working hard against each other. Japan is likely to have
everything her own way until Russia gets ready to fight, and then no one knows what will

come.

While in the palace I was admitted to audience with the King, who seemed greatly
pleased that I was able to speak Korean. He and the Crown Prince received us. They are
truly a pitiable pair - virtually prisoners in their own rooms, with all their enemies in power
trying to coerce them into approving measures that are dastard. They tried to make the King
sign a document lowering his Queen to the position of a concubine, but it is reported he said
that he would cut off his right arm before he would sign it. He lacks stamina, but for once
seemed to have some decision. He is very favorable to Protestant Missions, but is so weak
that his own wishes and ideas count for little.

The Queen was a power, and she successively outwitted the King, King’s Father,
Prime Ministers, one after the other, the Japanese minister and one of Japan’s greatest men,
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We have a beautiful site for the hospital, and just as soon as we see our way clear and
are ready for it we will go ahead with it.

The Mission limits Dr. Wells this year to but two hours a day in medical work as he
must first give his time to the language.

Rev. Samuel A. Moffett

(From the S.H. Moffett collection of S.A. Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea Nov. I, 1895 Samuel A. Moffett

Rev. F. F. Ellinwood

156 Fifth Avenue, New York

Dear Dr. Ellinwood:

Two months and more have passed without my being able to find the time for a
letter to you, but now that the Annual Meeting is over and we are preparing to go back
to Pyeng Yang, I feel that I must take the time for this letter. When I wrote you in

August it was with much uncertainty as to the future and especially so as to my health.
I cannot say how grateful I am that I completely recovered from all sickness and was
able to return to Pyeng Yang and carry on our work so full of promise. The last stay in

the city, tho a short one, was the most enjoyable of all and I am sure when you read our
reports you will rejoice with us over the blessings which the Lord has given us. I need
not refer more at length to the past work. I hope however that you will have the time
for a careful reading of Mr. Lee's evangelistic report and my Pyeng Yang evangelistic
report. I believe they will show you that our request for another clerical missionary is an
imperative one.

I think too you will see that notwithstanding the fact that we are not yet
permanently settled in the city, we have been looking after the work and pushing it -

feeling that it must be attended to even tho the question of houses and accommodations
for ourselves had to be neglected. We are now, we believe, ready to go ahead with
plans for permanent residence of the whole station including Mr. Lee's family and so we
have asked appropriation for that purpose. It may be that you will not be able to

appropriate for two houses this year but I sincerely trust you will provide the $1000.00
gold for small house and $500.00 gold for enclosing, grading, drainage, etc. We shall

then be able to put up a small house which will be occupied by Mr. Lee & family. Until

we can get an appropriation for their house, Dr. Wells and I in the meantime will occupy
quarters in the buildings now on the place. Later when Mr. Lee’s home is provided, Dr.

Wells and wife will occupy this small house, while the new missionary to come and I will

shift a while longer. Eventually this small house will be occupied either by myself or a

single lady. I have no doubt but that this will commend itself to the Board and we are

making our plans in confident anticipation of receiving this appropriation even tho you

may not this year be able to grant us the $2500.00 gold for Mr. Lee's house.

I want also to present some reasons for the appropriation of the $500.00 gold

asked for enclosing, grading, draining, etc. We have a beautiful site, excellently located

and already supplied with several buildings well adapted to native work, school, sarang,

native helper's residence, and dispensary. Immediately adjoining this I have with private

funds purchased another site and native buildings which we intend to use as site for

hospital - the funds for which I already have in hand. This latter will become the

property of the Board when completed. All of these buildings are on the lower part
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o t e hill which constitutes our property. We want to be able to enclose the whole
property - that we may properly protect it and in order that we may carry on our building
operations without leaving the whole place subject to the inroads of the public. We are
planning not only for the building of one house - but at least three houses and a hospital
and must plan to locate them to the best advantage. In order to do this we must be able
to decide upon the location of drains, roads, well, etc. and must grade it with all these in

view. I can also assure you of one thing, that with Mr. Lee to oversee this work the
Board s money will be used to the very greatest advantage and that there will be no
botched up jobs" needing to be done all over again in a short time. Some of these days
when a Secretary of the Board visits Korea and sees for himself the work which Mr. Lee
did for the Board on the present Girls' School's property, he will appreciate that work
and will know that under Mr. Lee's direction the Board's money will be economically,
wisely and practically used.

With reference to Mr. Lee and your evident misunderstanding of him, may I ask if

my repeated calls for another single man for the work in Pyeng Yang have in any way
seemed to reflect upon Mr. Lee or if I have in any way indirectly led you to think that he
was spending time in Seoul which he could and should have spent in Pyeng Yang? If so
-

I desire to say that such implications were farthest from my thoughts. I think I have
time and again written of my appreciation of Mr. Lee and of my gratitude in having him
for a colleague. There are few men as true, as consecrated, as willing to endure
hardness as a good soldier of Christ, few men so thoroughly imbued with the missionary

spirit. I regret more than I can say that there should have arisen any misunderstanding

which should lead to the writing of the letters which implied any lack of confidence in

him or of letters which implied that there was need either for reproof or for pressure to

be brought to bear upon him in order to make him do his duty. The whole mission - so

far as I know, have the greatest confidence in him and regard him as one of the

strongest men on the field. Of all the younger men (in years of service) on the field he

was considered the one best fitted to be made Chairman of the Mission and under his

direction we have just passed through the most profitable and most spiritually helpful

seasons we have ever held.

I know that your recent letters to Mr. Lee have pained him most deeply and yet

the spirit he has manifested has been one of patient forbearance knowing that you had

no intention of wounding him but that your letters were written under a misapprehension

of the facts. May I ask that Mr. Lee's sincerity, fidelity and earnestness be recognized

now as I am sure they will be as time goes on and his work for the Master takes deeper

and deeper hold on this people.

The report of the Examination Com[mittee] gives occasion for me to write a few

words concerning Dr. Vinton and Mr. Moore.

I believe Dr. Vinton is proving himself a useful missionary in connection with the
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work of Mr. Gifford and Mr. Miller and notwithstanding his failure in the language (at

present we can but speak of it as failure, although he will in time probably obtain a
working knowledge of the language) I can conscientiously say that I think it would be a
detriment to our work should the Board not continue him. He is doing most valuable
service as Secretary of the Mission and as Custodian of the Tract Society, Bible

Committee and of others who have published books. We in the outstations appreciate
this latter very much and I desire to throw this light on his case that you may have it

before you in connection with the report of the Examination Com.

Concerning Mr. Moore and his refusal to take the examination, I want to say as an
individual member of the Com - that I think we have a right to look to the Board to take

a strong position in such cases. Mr. Moore says he wrote to the Board that he did not

intend to take the examination. In view of the fact that the Board did not reply to this

he felt that his course had the approval of the Board and so he persisted in his refusal.

While Mr. Moore has without doubt made good progress in the language, the principle

which is now before us is one which I do not think the Board can afford to ignore. We
may as well have no rules and no government by the Mission if every man is at liberty to

overthrow those which he does not like or which interfere with his ideas as to what
should be done.

Mr. Moore is a valuable man, earnest, consecrated and useful, but his usefulness

is being seriously interfered with by his determination to go ahead in his own way
regardless of mission policy, methods, or rules. I think the Mission has a right to look to

the Board to help develop within the Mission a proper regard for the authority of the

Mission as such. The refusal to submit to the rules governing examinations is only one

of several cases.

It is an unpleasant duty to have to write so much concerning persons, but it

seems that each Annual Meeting brings with it unpleasant as well as pleasant duties

none of which can be shirked. We are looking forward to great blessings in our Pyeng

Yang work this winter and next spring and I trust that my next letter may be written

while in the midst of the work and that it will deal with phases of the work of which it

will be much more pleasant for you to hear and me to write. I will close by adding

another plea for the immediate appointment of the lady missionary for the Girls' School.

We may not have been able to make you see the necessity for this, but the Mission has

certainly not been mistaken in laying such stress upon this request.

With kindest regards and continued prayers for your own health and for blessings

upon all your work.

Sincerely yours,

Samuel A. Moffett

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea Correspondence,

microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #62)



Pyengyang, Korea November, 1 895 Samuel Austin Moffett

IHE WORK OF THE SPIRIT IN NORTH KOREA
By Rev. Samuel A. Moffett, Pyeng Yang, Korea

The persecution which arose at the time of the stoning of Stephen, resulting in the
scattering of the Christians from Jerusalem and the wider heralding of the Gospel, with the
establishment of the Church in many places, finds its counterpart in a measure in the
persecution of the Pyeng Yang Christians.*

In this latter case the Japan-China War has caused the troubled state of the country
which followed the persecution, as the Roman occupation of Judea caused constant unrest
in Jerusalem. The Lord knows better than we how best to make all things work together
for the carrying out of His plans and the establishment of His Church among the heathen,
and so in this case "all were scattered abroad except the missionaries" (apostles), and
they "went everywhere preaching the Word."

The sequel of the persecution, and the way in which God is yet bringing good out of

the turbulent times in Korea, will be of interest to those who delight in the work of "calling

out a people for His name."

The persecution with the severe beating of Kim and Han, two faithful witnesses of

the power of the Gospel, took place under the administration of one of the powerful and
well-known Min family, who was then governor of the province. Our little flock was
scattered, and the enemies of the Lord prophesied a repetition of the bloody massacre of

the Roman Catholics which took place nearly thirty years ago. Fear took possession of

those who had begun to inquire into the truth, and for several weeks none but a faithful

few dared to come near the missionary's lodgings where services were held. Those were
days of fervent prayer and strong supplication, and the faith of the few was visibly

strengthened.

The Lord heard us, and soon, through the mediation of the God-fearing American
Minister, meted out punishment to the persecutors, and compelled the haughty Min to

return the money which had been extorted. News of this spread quickly through the

province, and great was the surprise and exultation of the people that someone had been

found who could secure the punishment of one of the Mins. Curiosity to know what this

Jesus doctrine is was rapidly growing, and the Lord had His plans for sending His

witnesses throughout the province that they might herald the good news unto all these

inquiring ones. Already Japanese soldiers were in Seoul. Already the Christians who had

gone to the country had scattered books here and there, and had returned. Soon war was
declared, the palace was taken by the Japanese, and the Chinese soldiers poured in from

the north and took possession of Pyeng Yang. The hearts of all were failing them for fear,

but in the midst of it the courage and faith of the Christians showed strong and clear, and

never before had the name of God been so widely proclaimed in Pyeng Yang. People in

fear and trembling sought the Christians and the missionary, asking what they should do,

and day after day women came to the wife of our evangelist, one of them remarking: "It is

good to come here; it is so restful, for everywhere else all is confusion and fear." Then

came the Japanese march on Pyeng Yang. Under the expected bombardment of the city
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the Chinese general kindly gave me an escort of troops as far as his scouts had gone, and I

went to Seoul to await the issue of the battle. Koreans by the thousands had fled, and

when the Chinese rout took place, after the battle on September 1 5
,h

,
those who remained

fled in wild confusion.

Han and Kim, who had shown such courage under persecution, now showed their

faith in God by remaining through the battle, protecting the property and still witnessing of

the truth.

The Christians and their families, inquirers, and those who had only heard the name

of God and of Jesus, and had witnessed the persecution and the punishment which

followed, and the steadfastness of the Christians even under trial, were all scattered in

every direction, and wherever they went they carried news of the Jesus doctrine. In the

villages in which they settled the Christians assembled their families for prayer. Fathers

and mothers, wives and children who before had scoffed, who had reviled them for

becoming Christians, now listened to the preaching of the Word, and knelt as prayer was

offered unto the only living and true God in the name of His Son Jesus. Some of them

have since asked to be received into the church, while probably all have become friendly to

the preaching of Christianity. The mother of one of the Christians had in her hasty flight

snatched up some clothes, and with them a tract which her son had been reading. In the

country village she ran across this tract, and immediately asked her son to read it to her

that she, too, might learn to fear no more.

One of the Christians with his family fled to a village where a most earnest inquirer

lived, a place which I had visited a short time before, and where tracts had been sold. He

was heartily welcomed by those who had become interested in the truth. They provided

for his physical needs, while he set himself to instructing them in spiritual things. He had

been there several months, and in company with the inquirer referred to above, had gone

from village to village and house to house proclaiming the good news. In two places they

gathered the men for services on Sunday and more thoroughly instructed them. This spring

Mr. [Graham] Lee and I were able to visit this place, and our hearts were made glad as we

listened to the accounts of the labors of these men and saw what the Lord had done for

them. Each humbly gave all the praise to the other, one saying that he had only gone

about sowing the seed while the other had followed and cultivated the field. It was our

privilege and joy to enter into their labors and reap the harvest. We enrolled thirty most

hopeful, sincere, and earnest catechumens. They have been meeting every Sunday for

several months in these two places, fifteen miles apart, have evidently been studying the

Scriptures to some purpose, as their intelligent questions plainly showed and as was

evidenced by the lives they were living and their joy in Christ's service. As they came

from various villages, each man brought a little sack of rice on his back, and this the good

wives and mothers of the Christians in the central villages cooked for them that they might

stay all day without expense to their host. We held a number of services with them and

met many inquirers. We heard their plans for building churches, for which they had already

begun the collection of money, and we rejoiced that the work was being undertaken on the

basis of self-support.

It was an interesting fact that these Christians had not been interfered with by the
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ong Haks, who had arisen in rebellion and who were producing great confusion in that

province. They recognized the fact that Christians are the true friends of oppressed Korea.
We were in this village in the very midst of the Tong Hak excitement, and were visited in a
most friendly way by three of the leaders, one of whom I had known before. We held our
services in the largest building in the place, which had been used by the Tong Haks as their
headquarters, but which was offered for our use. We pointed them most plainly to the
only real remedy for the oppression and injustice against which they have arisen, and we
were given close attention. While not able to countenance their position, and unable to
approve in the slightest the methods they have taken in order to rid themselves of their

unjust, wholly unprincipled and cruel officials, yet seeing the so-called "rebels" in their
own villages, hearing others describe the raids of the soldiers who march through the
country, beating, murdering, and pillaging the inoffensive and helpless people, and knowing
as we do the thoroughly corrupt practices of the officials and their underlings, our hearts
go out in sympathy toward the poor, misguided Tong Haks, who are more sinned against
than sinning.

Since we left there reports have been received of the continued activity of the
Christians, and I write this on the eve of another visit to them, when I shall hope to baptize
a number, organizing them into a church.

In another village to the north of Pyeng Yang a similar work has been going on.

Just before the persecution one of our catechumens had invited me to his house that I

might preach to his fellow-villagers. Spending a few days with him some twenty men
began to assemble regularly on the Lord's Day to study God's Word. The persecution in

Pyeng Yang, with the report that the officials had ordered the arrest of the Christians in

this village, caused some to drop out, but others firmly adhered to their determination to

serve Christ. They came to Pyeng Yang, received counsel and encouragement, and soon
after were rejoicing over the victory which the Lord had granted. This village being near

the main road, it, too, was invaded by both the Chinese and Japanese armies in turn, and
these Christians also were most of them scattered that they, too, might more widely

witness of Christ. Later, coming back to their homes, they again took up their work.

Some of the women became sincere and firm believers, as also several boys of from fifteen

to eighteen years of age. Among the latter were two who had been greatly distressed by

evil spirits. Over these prayer was offered, a number gathering and, with strong crying and

great faith, appealing to God to drive out the evil spirits. Their prayer was answered, and

that whole neighborhood bears witness to the fact, that whereas before those two boys

were possessed of evil spirits, now they are clothed in their right minds. Those Christians,

too, began to plan for a church. They collected some money, and with the aid received

from the Pyeng Yang Christians bought a house and have converted it into a church, the

first church in Korea wholly provided for out of native funds. This house was said to have

been greatly disturbed by the presence of numerous evil spirits, and so they were enabled

to get a good strong tiled house for a very small sum, $24 in silver being the price paid for

it. I have just returned from a visit to this village, where I baptized seven men and received

sixteen more as catechumens upon public confession of their sin and of their desire to

serve Christ as they grow in knowledge of His will. This gives us an enrolment of forty-one

believers, including catechumens, besides a number of women, whom I have not yet been

able to meet. The Lord has done great things for this people, and it is a joy indeed to hear
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them give thanks for the way in which He has led them and relieved them of all their
former fear of evil spirits.

This is the kind of work for which the Lord has been preparing, and we bless Him
now for the persecutions and troublous times through which He has led us, only that He
might work out His own most wise purposes.

As I write this I have been interrupted by my teacher, who hands me a letter from
another inquirer twenty-three miles in the country, who writes that in his village there are
now twenty men who wish to become Christians. The work is growing faster than we can
follow it. Already my plans are laid for visiting three other places, and I do not know just
when this call can be heeded. However, the work is the Lord's, and I thank Him that it is

His work, and know that He will provide for it. Inquirers come in daily from all over the
two provinces saying they have heard of th i 8 s doctrine from the men who were scattered
from here. They are getting books, they are awakening to a sense of sin, and are going
back to gather together all who will join them in the worship of God and in the study of His

Word. One man who met me today walked in eighty miles on purpose to find me and learn

of this doctrine. Oh, for a baptism of the Spirit that we may be used of the Lord for the
gathering of His people - a work which He is accomplishing here at this very time!

From Brother McKenzie, a Nova Scotian Presbyterian located in the western part of

Whang Hai province, comes news of like precious blessings and of a similar work of the

Spirit. He was there when the Tong Haks rose, and at first they were suspicious and
unfriendly, not knowing what Christianity was.

Last winter he wrote me as follows: "I know you all have borne me continually on
the arms of faith and prayer before the Father above. I feel satisfied if that were not so,

and so many praying for me in America, that my life were not spared till now. Twice I

made ready for death, expecting to have to leave in a few hours. I am thankful if friends

who visited me in the darkest hours saw no fear, but I could tell of the power of Jesus to

bear us over life's troubles. The darkest hour was brightened by His presence. Suh
Kyung Jo [

A1oi] started out in the night to see a leader of the rebels who formerly was a

friend. He found to his surprise a Testament in his possession. On into the night they

conversed over the book, Suh showing him the deeper meaning of God’s Word and who Jesus

was. He promised his protection. Several times lawless bands came to our neighborhood to

wipe out the name of Christ from the land, but were prevented, so that when the crisis was over

the passing bands only came to see the foreigner. Far and near they came for medicines and

books. One man bought five or six Testaments besides a dozen others for his friends to read.

Tong Haks and anti-Tong Haks, Christians and anti-Christians joined in erecting a pole near the

house I live in to unfurl the banner of Jesus, white with St. George’s cross. As it was unfurled

we joined in singing, ‘All hail the power of Jesus’ name.’ All were glad to have the banner of

peace waving over the village. They first suggested it themselves through our wonderful

deliverance and peaceful appearance in the midst of such trouble, while others from far and

near were filled with fear.”

The Lord had taken them through these experiences for a purpose, and all these

troublous times were to be made to work out His plans. Under date of March 1
st
Brother

McKenzie again wrote: “We are waiting for the snow to clear to begin building the church the
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first Korean church with Korean money alone. Already 1000 nyang ($40) is signed by them,
besides all the wood given and work gratis. The contract is given out, 800 nyang for the
woodwork alone. We would ask you to save up your spare papers and magazines to paper the
church. Three Tong Hak chiefs are studying in their homes the Jesus doctrine, and have
contributed to the church.

“Ten houses cleaned their homes of tablets last New Year, and no longer worship them
nor sacrifice. Sixty or seventy meet twice on Sunday and at prayer-meeting on Wednesday
night. Their lives are indeed reformed. Every day inquirers come from far and near. Next
Sunday we make a new move, going to a near village to preach in a large sarang offered for

our use. The women can be in an adjoining room listening. Several boys who can sing will go
with us, besides Suh Kyung-Jo and one or two others. I purpose securing similar privileges in

as many villages as possible, and send them out by twos or more. The Sabbath is well

observed in about ten houses. The church will be on the spot where devils received homage a
year ago. We have started a school. God has converted a carpenter and farmer who knows
Chinese, and he is chosen as teacher. His wages are 250 nyang

,
five bags unshelled rice, and

a suit of clothes. I went this morning on the track of a tiger who visited our village last night and
took off a dog. I tracked him to the mountains and got near him, when he roared and ran,

leaping from rock to rock. He was within a few yards of me, and only that he disappeared so
quickly behind the rocks I would have shot him. I am hoping to get his skin ere I am through
with him. If so, I hope to build a church with it. He was quite a monster, and has frequently

visited our village this winter.

“The Lord has done great things for us, whereof we are glad. The prayers of God’s
people have done it all.”

Thus it is that God is working in Korea. Thus it is that He is establishing His work, and
one of the most hopeful features of it is that the natives themselves are diligently preaching

wherever they go, and that from the start it is planned on the basis of self-support. With such a

work developing within two days’ journey of this city, the Pyeng Yang station, consisting of but

two ministers (a doctor is under appointment), calls loudly for another man, that one of us may
give his time to the work in the farther north around Eui Ju, which is a six days’ journey from

here, one hundred and seventy miles. There, too, we have two hopeful churches and many
inquirers who have not been visited for a year and a half, a young native evangelist alone

looking after them. May the Lord send more laborers into this field white already for the

harvest.

* End of first paragraph refers to an article in the Missionary Review of the World, September,

1894.

(from the Missionary Review of the World, November, 1895, pp. 831-837)



Seoul Korea
Nov. 7,1895 Samuel A. Moffett

Dear Dr, Ellinwood:

Arh u .

b6ha f ° f the Examination Committee, I write you with reference to Miss

thnnnhtth ^f'
9"91 '0" whlch she has se"t to the Board. It seems that Miss Arbuckle

t, .j
9

f t .

8t
,

the aCtl0n 0f the Commi«ee in assigning Dr. Avison to assist her in herstudy of the language was intended as a humiliation and as a suggestion to her that theommittee thought she ought to resign. The report to the Board of her work in theanguage will show that the Committee harbored no such thought. In view of what MissA. has written to the Board and in view of the fact that the Committee recognizes that itunwittingly made a mistake in appointing Dr. Avison, a second year man, to assist a
ird year student (altho his phenomenal progress in the language fits him to give such

assistance to any third year student) we feel that it is due to Miss A. - to ourselves, and
to the Board that we should frankly admit that we made a mistake and unintentionally
gave Miss Arbuckle reason to think that the Committee's report to the Board would be
such as to place her in a wrong position before the Board.

So far as Miss Arbuckle's progress in the language and her ability to use it is
concerned, there is nothing to warrant her resignation. With reference to her health, her
feeling of unfitness for the work or any other reasons which she may have given the
Committee, as a committee, have nothing to say. The Board can of course satisfy itself
on those questions from information otherwise received. We do however feel that we
are under obligation to say that so far as the report of this Committee either to Miss
Arbuckle or to the Board is concerned there was no desire whatever to lead to Miss
Arbuckle s resignation nor to cause her to feel any humiliation beyond that which her
failure in the written examination necessarily carried with it.

The Committee has made due explanation to Miss Arbuckle and as soon as its
attention was called to the mistake, rectified the same by appointing Dr. Underwood to
assist her.

Very sincerely,

Samuel A. Moffett, Chairman

This has been read to and received the approval of both Dr. Underwood and Mrs.
Gifford, the other members of the Com. in Seoul.

S.A.M.

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea
Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #63)
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58 Nevada Block

Chas. H. Fish, T.W. Havens,
President Secretary

San Francisco, California December 3, 1895 Charles H. Fish

My dear Hester, [daughter of his half-brother, Henry Fish]

Good things are always welcome and so your letter has been read and re-read. I

supposed that the correspondence between my brother Tom [Thomas Fletcher Fish, father of
ucia Hester Fish] and your father was lively enough to keep you posted on occurrences here
ut perhaps brother Tom confines his letters to business and so I must give you the small talk

myself. In my family we are all at home for Thanksgiving the first time in several years. Allie
[daughter Mary Alice Fish] has received her diploma and is now a full-fledged M.D. licensed to
poison and cut up people without being punished by the law. Nellie [adopted daughter] goes
back to school at Santa Rosa today. Your Aunt Mattie [wife of Charles Fish, himself,] is at
home and is quite well for her. She spends most of her time at the sanitarium but is gradually
gaining strength and we hope will soon be entirely well. I am enjoying the visit with my family
immensely but Allie is going to Dr. Burke for a year's practice at Lytton, where mother [referring
to his wife and mother of his daughter, Alice] will spend most of her time and I must be content
to care for the chickens, my horse, the ranch and whatever else in San Rafael needs attention.
It would be a grand time now for you to pay me a visit. You could help me do the honors and I

have one of the neatest little housekeepers anyone ever saw. She holds the house down when
all the rest leave and has an easy time except during the holidays when we swarm at home.
Brother Tom and wife are at the Bella Vista for the winter, Lucia Gere in the east, and the rest of
the Fishes scattered and settled as when you were here. I enjoy the little cottage very much
and I shall not be anxious to open the big house again if I can sell or rent it to advantage. I have
forgotten whether I wrote to you since the death of Mrs. Trumbull. She was buried about a
month since. Dot and Nina are just as lovely as ever but seem to have no sweethearts yet. My
prospective son-in-law, Edgar Campbell, is spending a few days with us in San Rafael. He
expects to go east for a year's practice in hospitals before enlisting as a missionary.

Give a great deal of love to father, mother, the children, cousin Mattie and her family and
whatever friends I have in Los Angeles, not forgetting my dear old friend and partner, Mr.
Olmstead [a Carpinteria pioneer]. He should have been born my brother for he has always stuck
to me like one when I have been in a tight place. All the family joins me in love to you and
yours.

Affectionately,

Uncle Charlie [Charles H. Fish]

(From the Samuel H. Moffett collection of Samuel A. Moffett material)

note: Mary Alice Fish was the first wife of Samuel A. Moffett. Her first cousin, Lucia Hester

Fish, was the second.



Fusan, Korea December 4, 1 895 William M. Baird

My Dear Brother,

It has been a long time since I wrote you a real letter. It is raining today. Perhaps I

can get a chance to write something like a letter. I don't know what I have told you and
what letters of yours I have failed to answer. In regard to your move to Indianapolis I

suppose you did the right thing. Does your salary come regularly and surely from the
Winona fund? The paper being now in your hands, you can make it what you wish. I

think it has done well for the time it was established, but as I said once before, I could
hope that it would take on a little more distinctly a religious tone, by which I mean simply
this. The secular newspapers read by the people of Indiana are about the most degrading
reading I know anything about. The so-called religious papers of America, especially of
the Indiana region, can hardly be called religious. The Independent and The Interior are
very good moral, literary and political newspapers but it would be an abuse of words to

call them religious. [In] the Herald and Presbyterian, religion is not of a very deep or

thought-provoking kind. The result is that the Indiana people, pastors included, do not get
very much in the way of spiritual food. I doubt whether they would subscribe for a paper
that was a purely religious paper. They want the moral, political, literary, secular news .

My opinion however, is that there are some readers who are hungry for something better

and others who would be wakened to a better life by something better, and that the

moral, etc., etc. newspapers might be used as a raft to float to them something of far

greater religious value. To do this the editor need not endanger his subscription list. He
can print the news but by a conscious effort he can secure for every member - perhaps in

a certain part of the paper where it can always be turned to and found - something that

will give a spiritual uplift to the reader - something that will be spiritual food for starving

sheep. This might be by the editor or contributors or it might be selected from books or

other newspapers, but it should be something that would bring the reader closer to his

God by teaching him more of a vital religious experience. I fear that the sermon of Dr.

Fisher's which was published in the September number could hardly be said to fulfil the

conditions. It is not only too deep for the average reader but it seemed to me too far

away from the Christ.

Excuse me for giving too much advice. Take just as much of it as seems good. I

have no doubt but you would endeavor to do the same thing even though I said nothing.

I have the news that my classmate, William Lane, whom I saw at Arima, has

broken down completely and been compelled to return with his wife to America. He goes

to Bardesdale, Ventura county, California. I mention this so that you may change the

address of the Synod if you are sending it to him. He has never recovered from the

hardship he suffered at the time he was pursued by the Chinese mob.

Will you please kindly subscribe for me the life of Dr. Nevius, published by Revel of

Chicago? Have it sent to me direct from the publishers. Keep an account and I will pay

you later. I may send for an order of more books soon. By the way, have you ever read

the "Under Bonnie Brier Bush"? It would be well worth your while to get it and read it.

I have never yet had time to write you an account of the recent political
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disturbances in Seoul. You will get nothing of the truth whatever from the
Perhaps this letter may reach you. Let me know if it does.

p.2 W.M.B.
newspapers.

On the night that I reached Seoul after my overland trip we were all wakened in the
night by the sound of the firing of shots in the direction of the palace. For a day or twowe were in doubt and then it came out that the queen had been assassinated. She was a
difficult person to manage because her relatives, the Mins, have all been banished by the
Japanese and her friendship could not be secured by them. A new Japanese Minister
came to Korea a few months ago and has carried out his purpose to kill her. He first
fomented quarrels between the Korean soldiers and the police, [then] planned that in the
midst of their quarrels some of the Korean soldiers who were his tools, should go into the
palace with Japanese soldiers and Shoshi and kill the queen, and then pretend that it was
all done by Koreans and that he and his troops were called in afterwards to stop the row.
After she was killed this was published to the world and the world as usual believed the
Japanese story. The rapidity with which the story was made up and published to the
world showed that it had been planned in all its details for days before, and was sent off
to the press almost before it happened. The plan was bungled however in its execution.
There was indisputable evidence from every source that the queen was killed by Japanese
soldiers, that the Japanese Minister was in the palace grounds at the time of the murder,
and that the Koreans - soldiers and cabinet - were simply tools in the hands of the
Japanese Minister.

When this evidence came out the Japanese government recalled their Minister and
sent someone to investigate the charges. It is to be hoped that the home government
may free itself from all complicity in this dastardly affair, but until all those implicated are
punished to the full extent of the law and unless Japan refuses to take advantage of the
benefits which may accrue, it will be hard for her to prove her innocence. When I was in

Seoul things were in the greatest confusion. The King was virtually a prisoner in terror for

his life. The subsidized cabinet were pretending to run the government in the name of the
King. Every one was waiting for a collapse. Amid all this infidelity one faithful man was
found. He is an American general named Dye, who formerly had charge of the Korean
soldiers. Since the Japanese came, his troops were taken from him and he has been a

voluntary prisoner, never leaving the palace grounds, guarding the King's person as best

he could without soldiers or arms. But as he is over seventy years of age, he could not do
all he wished. At the King's request a number of foreigners took turns in going into the

palace grounds - spending the night in general Dye's quarters, and acting as interpreters to

the King or rendering any other service they could. I was in twice and had one audience
with the King. He is a middle-aged man of pleasing appearance, mild manners and not

much strength of character. He would like to reform his government but has not the

power, having neither party nor family connection to support him. While in Seoul I saw
the King's elder brother, his real son, his son by a concubine, and several members of the

cabinet. The King was kind enough to remark that I talked Korean beautifully, something

that every Korean will tell you if you can only speak half a dozen sentences.

Korea! There is no hope for her in man. Oh, that they would turn to God for help.

My recent trip into the country covered about three hundred miles of travel. I was
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With love to all, Your brother,

William M. Baird

(from the Samuel Hugh Moffett collection of Samuel Austin Moffett papers)



Seoul, Korea Dec. 5, 1895 Isabella Bird Bishop

[Extract of a letter written to Dr. F.F. Ellinwood in New York]

Much good work is being done here, but that which has interested me most is the
work at Pyeng Yang, where I spent a week seeing and hearing a great deal of it. The
class of men from the villages was just being held, and their narrations of the Christian
work being done in these places by those who were scattered abroad by the war, are
most wonderful. Requests are daily coming from villages at great distances for Christian
teaching, which cannot be met. Some of the notoriously bad characters in that most
wicked city are so changed as to be a wonder to their townsmen. The dispensary had
only been opened for three days, yet on the day I visited it, two hours did not suffice for
seeing all the patients. On all sides and in every form the work is increasing, and it is

lamentable to have to refuse so many earnest petitions sent in for teaching. I have been
much moved by the piteousness of Pyeng Yang - four-fifths of which is now but
blackened ruins - and its openings to the Gospel. Who knows how long this may last?

I make an earnest plea not for one but for two workers to be sent out at once -

deeply spiritual men, earnest evangelists and loving. The need is great and pressing. In

my present journey of two years I have not seen so promising a mission field as this
province, except Chinese Manchuria. A great door and effectual has been opened by
the war, but doors sometimes close when men are not ready to step in.

I attended a meeting the last night in Pyeng Yang, of a most deeply interesting
character. One sorcerer brought his instruments of sorcery to Mr. Moffett; many others
told of the numbers who had given up devil worship in their villages. When Mr. Moffett
told them that I was going to write this letter, they gave what I can only call a

unanimous shout, and then one man offered earnest prayer for its success and asked
that winds and sea might bear it swiftly.

As I looked on those lighted faces so different from the ordinary apathy of the
Korean expression, and on some now "washed and sanctified," who I had been told

were among the vilest of men in that vilest of cities, I felt that the old and oft-decried

Gospel of Love, judgment to come, love, atonement and forgiveness, has lost nothing of

its transforming power; but that it is still "the power of God to salvation to every one
that believeth." I hope soon (for the case is urgent) to hear that two men full of faith

and the Holy Ghost have been sent to Pyeng Yang. A living Church can not be deficient

in living men for such a purpose - a dead Church may. I wish I had a pen of fire to urge

this plea. May He whose Spirit is so manifestly stirring those dry bones in Korea, stir

the hearts of your Board and Church, for "now" seems indeed "the day of salvation."

(Published in The Church at Home & Abroad, Vol XI, April, 1896, p. 101)



Seoul, Korea Dec. 27, 1895 Graham Lee

My Dear Speer: [Robert E. Speer]

* have
^
USt COme down from pyeng Yang to spend Xmas with the little wife and

e a y. Will return again in a few days. I am writing to you because I want to enlist
your interest and influence. This year we asked for another man for Pyeng Yang and our
need is so great we want to use every effort in our power to prevail upon the Board to
send this man as soon as possible and if possible to send two men.

Let me try and put the case before you and then tell me if the work doesn't call
for more missionaries.

In our province there are now sixteen places where people meet every Sabbath to
worship God and every one of these sixteen places are [sic] very desirous that we
should visit them as soon as possible. These places are scattered through a territory
some 800 miles long and about 100 miles wide, and Mr. Moffett, Dr. Wells and I are the
only missionaries for this territory.

In this district there must be a population of nearly 3,000,000 people so you see
our parish is not a small one. Beside the sixteen places where regular meetings are held
there are about thirty other places that have given us most urgent invitation to come and
teach them the gospel.

What are we going to do? The work has opened far beyond our power to look
after it as it should be looked after. We must have more help and have it right soon.

Can the church refuse to heed this call? Mr. Moffett will soon be returning home
for his vacation - in fact he ought to be home now, for he is in very much need of a well
earned rest. And when he goes this work will mostly fall to me. Can one man look
after a work that is now large enough to keep five busy? The Board must send us that
man and send him immediately. He ought to be on the ground now, giving his time to

the language. I wish I had such a command of English that I might put our need before
you as it should be put. Do not the sixteen places where worship is held and these
thirty other places that are calling for us plead eloquently to the church? Think of those
people who have heard a little and are simply hungry to hear more and who must still

remain hungry unless the Board sends us help. These calls that are made on us have
filled our hearts with great joy, for there is no joy like that of seeing these poor people

come out of their darkness into the light - and yet they make us sad, too, for as often

we have to say, "We can't go yet, you must wait a little longer." Won't you ask the

Board and the Church how long shall we keep these people waiting?"

We are planning now to begin building in the spring so that I can take Mrs. Lee up

there as soon as the house is finished. So urgent is the need that we have given some
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rac s or umber using private funds, for if we get a house during the coming yearwe must egin now. We feel sure the Board will grant us the appropriation asked and

JS ”“re willing to use our private funds. We ask that the Board grant us full
§2500.00 gold and we ask this because we will need all of that to build a suitable house
in yeng Yang - and the reason is that building materials are much higher in Pyeng Yang
t an anywhere else in Korea. Will you not use your influence for us and see that we qet
the full amount?

I wish you could see the dear little boy that the Lord has given us. He is a great
comfort and joy to his parents, and his Grandma thinks there never was such a boy. We
are very very happy in Korea and the only drawback is that we are not yet settled in
Pyeng Yang. And now good bye " Bobbie" and may the Father's richest blessing be
with you.

Most sincerely,

Graham Lee

[Graham Lee and Robert Elliott Speer were classmates, graduating together in the class of
1889 at the College of New Jersey - now Princeton University]

(Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia, PCUSA Board of Foreign Missions, Korea
Correspondence, microfilm reel #179, Vol. 8, letter #64)



Tagoo, Korea December 28, 1 895 William M. Baird

My Dear Brother,

You see I am writing you from Tagoo whither I have come to spend a part at least of
the winter. I shall probably be here until February or March if the Lord so directs. My object
in coming is to see about making a permanent settlement here as soon as the way opens. At
present I am living in a Korean inn, but may be able to secure a house soon that will be a
little more comfortable. Tagoo is the Capitol of this province, is quite a large city, and a
center politically, commercially and geographically. I look forward to it as my future home. I

came up on a bicycle - a second hand one given me by Mr. (Graham] Lee. It is a journey of a

hundred miles over pretty bad roads and some very high hills. My bicycling experience had
been limited to a week before I started from home. I was consequently sore when I got here,

but proved that I can ride a bicycle even over a Korean road. There are thousands of people
gathered in this city now to a great fair which brings people here from several provinces. So
I don't go out riding much, there being too much of a crowd on the streets. My singular

steed would draw too great a crowd.

I hope that you are comfortably settled in Indianapolis and that the synod is going as

you wish it. Thanks for your offer of a free hand in the paper. I shall not have time to write

very much. Don't know that my articles would be worth much except as filling when you
had anything else. I wish I were able to write articles of a spiritually helpful kind for the new
department of Biblical study you talk of starting. I have done my best to get others to write.

Have written to other fields. Hitherto I think that J.C. Gairette, Moffett and Miss Arbuckle

are the only ones who have responded to my entreaties. Have you written personal letters to

our leading Indiana missionaries - such men as Haworth, Finley, etc.? Haworth promised me
he would write. He may be waiting for an invitation from the editor. Are you sure the paper

reaches all the missionaries? It did not reach many of them whom I have heard from at the

time of my hearing last summer.

The only suggestions which I think of making in addition to those which I have made

in previous letters are the following. Gradually strengthen and enlarge the F(oreign)

Missionary] department of the paper. Do this in three ways:

1 . Make much of the personal element - our own Indiana missionaries and their fields and

secure reliable maps and call attention to books where they can get reliable information about

the fields from, in order to keep the Indiana churches posted and in touch with their own

sons and daughters.

2. Get good writers - ministers and laymen at home interested in missions by asking them to

write on some assigned mission subjects. Perhaps along this line the occasional offer of a

prize might be a good thing to secure a prize essay - don't know.

3. Put before the people stimulating [?] (but reliable ) facts and figures about missions

wherever obtainable. Selections (long or short) from great writers on missions would be

along this line, as well as good letters from the great missionary writers at home and abroad!

The people - missionary societies, etc. do not know where to get reliable and interesting

information - and the result is often dullness in a mission meeting. I know of no more helpful

book along this line than a little one by J.E. Adams, and published by Revell of Chicago. Get

a copy. Every minister and every missionary society ought to have one. It is called The

Missionary Pastor. You might add to your missionary library by reviewing good books and

you could accomplish the double object of calling your readers' attention to books they ought
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think the book reviewing business is very much overdone in most

C h
0U me about a cl 'PP' n9 y°u sent me from the sem[inaryl's Weekly Tribune of

ep em er 2, 1895. I wish I had seen it ail. Could you not get the paper and the whole
article^ It is a quotation from a private letter of mine to the Board, a part of which they
printed m The Assembly Herald some time since. There were two letters of mine in the same
paper - private letters to the Board. The quotation is substantially correct. Of course they
ave a right to their own opinion as to whether it is an overstatement. It is true however

t at nothing is being done among the Japanese here. The result is a polished heathenism -

very deceiving to the observer at a distance, but none the less heathen and immoral as we
who are near know very well. The writer of the article in the Tribune is one of a class who
find it hard to believe that the Japanese are not Christians and saints by birth. This feeling
has so pervaded the American press that the truth very seldom percolates through to the
average reader. Many who are near and see things as they are think the American press
must have been bribed in order to present everything Japanese in the bright fantastic colors
which they have done and to exclude so carefully everything anti-Japanese. But this is not
probable. The world has been surprised out of its wits at Japan's sudden leap to an
exaggerated power (for China was dead to begin with) and following the lead of the deluded
Matthew Arnold it is deceived by Japan's superficial polish and quickness, and by their claim
of being civilized, into thinking that they are what they claim to be. This furor too will pass
away. I am afraid it will pass with a great disappointment and more adverse criticism of
missions when the bubble bursts and the essentially heathen character of the Japanese
nation is discovered.

The writer in the Tribune goes too far when he says that "This is not a hopeful picture
of the religious problem in Corea" if true. Nobody here has ever hoped that the religious
renovation of Korea was going to come through the low and lawless colonists and coolies
whom Japan sends over here any more than the church at home thinks that the western
states are going to be civilized and Christianized by the good influence of the cowboys, the
miners, Mormons and the other desperados whom we find there. Japan is still so much a

heathen country that it has been able to send out very few Christians, and no Christian

missionary, to Korea as yet. This is neither more nor less hopeful than it always was.
Heathenism is heathenism even though people get the notion into their heads that it isn't.

The religious problem in Korea is indeed a knotty one. There would be no hope unless we
believed that God is able to solve it. One of the most difficult problems of the case is the

getting of anything like a reliable statement of the true condition of affairs before the Church
in order to rouse it to a sense of its duty and responsibility. The Church ought to know one
thing - viz - that this is no time for folding up her hawsers and holding illuminations over her

victories. The real conquest of the heathen world has hardly commenced. The battle is just

beginning to wage [?] hot. I wonder if the Great Captain Himself will not have to come in

person to reorganize His miserable, boasting, self-satisfied, deluded army before there is any

real final victory.

[possibly incomplete - - no signature, but from William M. Baird)
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